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Abstract 
Through the use of balanced realizations it has been possible t,~ d,,five parametriza- 
tions and canonical forms for various classes of minimal inear system.~ of given dimen- 
sion. A possible problem of these parametrizations is that they are not overlapping. This 
could be a drawback for the application of balanced parametrizations i  such areas as 
system identification, model reduction and optimization. It is the topic of this paper to 
derive overlapping parametrizations which are closely related to the existing balanced 
parametrizations. We first introduce input-normal canonical forms which are defined 
through a novel way of choosing nice selections of columns of the reachability matrix. 
These canonical forms provide overlapping parametrizations i  the sense that they form 
a real analytic atlas of the manifold of systems which are considered. Then we introduce 
so-called block-balanced input normal forms which use the previously constructed input 
normal forms as building blocks. The classes of systems for which such parametrizations 
are given are the stable minimal systems, positive-real minimal systems, bounded-real 
minimal systems and the class of all minimal systems of given McMillan degree. The re- 
sults include both the single-input single-output and the muitivariab!e case. In the sin- 
gle-input single-output case, however, the issue of choosing nice selections of co|umns 
does not occur. Therefore in this case the derivation and presentation of the results is 
considerably simplified. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In [i0,23-25] canonical forms and parametrizations were introduced for vari- 
ous classes of linear systems using the respective types of balanced realizations. 
While these balanced canonical forms and parametrizations have a number of 
interesting properties, a possible disadvantage for their use in areas uch as sys- 
tem identification and model reduction is that they are true canonical forms 
with more than one and usually a quite large number of disjoint 'cells'. In geo- 
metric language this means that they do not give an atlas of the corresponding 
manifold of systems. This is a problem for the implementation f iterative al- 
gorithms for system identification or model reduction, like gradient-type s arch 
algorithms (see, e.g., [19,8,28]), continuation methods (see, e.g., [1]) etc. To 
cope with this problem an overlapping canonical form was introduced in 
[13,12] for the class of stable linear single-input single-output systems. In this 
paper overlapping canonical forms will be derived for multivariable stable sys- 
tems, positive real systems, bounded real systems and the class of all multivari- 
able systems of given McMillan degree. In the case of stable systems this gives a 
generalization of the single-input single-output results of [13]. The results inf. 
clude the case of single-input single-output (SISO) systems. In the SISO case 
the constructiol~ simplifies considerably because the issue of choosing a nice 
selection of columns, which is treated in Sections 2 and 3, is not of relevance. 
The systems considered will be defined over the field [g, where Ig can be 
taken to be the real field I~ = R and the complex field [g = C. So  both real-val- 
ued and complex-valued systems are treated. 
The set of all continuous-time minimal state space systems of McMillan de- 
gree n with m-dimensional input and p-dimensional output space is denoted by 
,~,,Lt,.,,,. Each such system can be represented by a quadruple (A,B,C,D) 
E W '~'' x [g"~" x W '~" x W '×'' . The subset of all stable systems is denoted 
by Sf~''. A matrix A is called stable, if all eigenvalues of A are in the open left 
half plane. A stable matrix is elsewhere also referred Io as asymptotically stable. 
A system (A,B,C,D) is called stable, if A is stable. (Here we work with con- 
tinuous time-systems; but see the remark at the end of this section concerning 
discrete-time systems.) The subset of S~'"' of bounded real systems i denoted by 
B~/". A system (A,B,C,D) in S~" is called bounded real if I - G(iw)*G(iw) > O, 
w ~ R o {+•}, where G is the transfer function, G(s) = C(sl - A)-~B + D. If 
p = m, then P,7' stands for the subset of S~'." of positive real systems. A system 
(A,B,C,D) in S~'" is called positive real if G(iw)" + G(iw) > 0, we  ~t3 {+c~}, 
where G is the transfer function of the system. 
Our aim is to study canonical forms and parametrizations for these classes 
of systems in terms of balanced realizations. We call two systems 
(A I ,B I ,G,Dt) ,  (A,.,B,.,C,_,D,) in L~'' (input-output) equivalent and write 
(A I ,B I ,G,Dt)  ~ (A,.,B2,C2,D,_) if there exists a non-singular T such that 
(Ai,Bi, CI.Di) = (TA,.T -I , TB~_, C~.T-I,D2). 
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Definition 1.1. A canonical /brm for (input-output) equivalence on a subset 
.~ c_ L~, ,m is a map 
F" ,~ ~ .4, 
such that 
1. F(a) ,,~ a for all a E ~/. 
2. if a, b E ~,', and a ~, b then F(a) = F(b). 
p.m Often we will also refer to F(a) as the canonical form of a E L,, . A canonical 
form is called continuous if .4 is given a topology and F is continuous. 
Remark. The topology that is typically being put on the various spaces of linear 
systems is given zs follo~s. Let Lp, m be embedded into O~ "×'+'×m+p×'+p×m in the 
natural way. The space LP, "m is then given the subspace topology in 
~nxn+nxm+pxn+pxm. The space Lp.m/,,~ of (input-output) equivalence classes in 
Lp,m is given the quotient opology. In the same way the topologies for the other 
classes of systems are defined. 
For many purposes it turns out that using one canonical form is rather es- 
trictive. For example for the multivariable case it was shown by Hazewinkel 
[14] that there does not exist a continuous canonical form on L pm. If one looks 
for a continuous canonical form with additional properties, then it is not un- 
common to find that even in the single-input single-output case such a cano- 
nical form does not exist. Therefore we will make use of the concept of an 
overlapping set of (continuous) canonical forms. 
Definition 1.2. Let .4 c_ L(~'"' and let ,~/be given a topology. Let .~'/;, i E I, be 
subsets of the topological space .¢/. A set of (continuous) canonical forms 
{L '  ~/, ~ .~'~ I i ~ 1} 
is said to be an overlappit~g ~'et o f  (continuous) canonicalJbrms coreHng .~/ if 
[,.Jint(~¢/) = ,~¢, 
iEi 
where int(.~¢;) denotes the open interior of the set .~1;, i E I. 
We now recall the varioas types of balancing. The principle behind the defi- 
nition of the various types of balancing is that associated with each class of 
systems there is a natural pair of Riccati or Lyapunov equations. A system 
is then called balanced if specified solutions of each of the two equations are 
identical and diagonal. Realizations that are closely related to balanced realiza- 
tions are what we will call balanced input-normal realizations. Input-normal 
realizations are defined by demanding that the Riccati or Lyapui~ov equation 
in which the elements of BB* occur in the constant erm (i.e. in the (matrix) 
term of degree zero with respect o the entries of the unknown matrices) has 
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the identity matrix as its stabilizing solution (see, e.g., [21,15,27,30,3,24]). This 
is a generalization of the concept of input-normality in the stable case, to the 
other classes of systems treated here. Balanced input-normal realizations are 
realizations which have as the solutions of the associated pair of algebraic Ric- 
carl or Lyapunov equations, a diagonal matrix and the identity matrix. Most of 
the properties of balanced realizations carry over to these balanced input-nor- 
mal realizations, ncluding truncation properties. A balanced input-normal rea- 
lization can be transformed into a balanced realization by a simple scaling of 
the entries of the state vector and the same set of parameters can be used to 
parametrize this form. Therefore the terminology balanced input-normal that 
is introduced in the following definition appears to be justified. After the defi- 
nition some remarks are made concerning the solutions of the Riccati and 
Lyapunov equations that are fundamental to the definitions and the resulting 
possible constraints of the singular values that are defined. 
Definition 1.3. 1. (LQG-balancing) Consider the system (A,B, C,D) E L p'm and 
let Y and Z denote the stabilizing solutions to the control and filter algebraic 
Riccati equations, 
0 = A~Y + YAL - YBR-i~B*Y + C*SL~C, (LI) 
0 = AtZ + ZA~. - ZC'S[~CZ + BR-itB ", (L2) 
where 
At. = A - BR~D*C, RL = I -+- D'D, SL = I + DD*. (L3) 
• • ,T Tt . The condition that Y is a stabilizing solution of (L!) ',s eqt,~a~ent to the 
requirement that AL - BRi IB*Y is stable: the condition that Z is a stabilizing 
solution of (L2) is equivalent to the requirement that AL - ZC*S[~C is stable. 
(a) The system (A,B, C,D) ~ L,P'' is called LQG-balanced if Y and Z are 
equal and diagonal, such that 
ZL := Y = Z = diag(al, a2,... ,  a,,), 
with al >i a2 >1 ... >I a,(>0). The matrix ZI. is called the LQG-gramian of the 
system• The positive numbers at, a2,...,  a, are called the LQG-singular vahtes 
of the system. 
(b) The system is called LQG-input normal if Z = L Similarly, the system is 
called L QG-a-input-normal if Z = a l, a > O. 
(c) The system is called LQG-balanccd a-input normal if Z = al, a > 0, and Y 
is diagonal with nonincreasing diagonal entries• In fact in that case 
Y : l a  a ,a ;  . . . . .  a = a -  , 
. _  
where at, a , , . . . ,  a,, are the LQG singular values defined in (a). 
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2. (Lyapunov-balancing) Consider the system (A,B, C,D) E S p'm and let Y 
and Z be the solutions to the Lyapunov equations~ 
0 = A*Y + YA + CC,  (SI) 
0 = AZ + ZA* + BB*. ($2) 
(a) The system (A,B, C,D) E S~'' is called Lyapunov-balanced if Y and Z are 
equal and diagonal, such that 
£'s := Y = Z = diag(al, a2, . . . ,  a,,), 
with al I> a2 >i . . .  >i a,,(>0). The matrix ,Ss is called the Lyapunov-gramian of 
the system. The positive numbers a~, a_,,..., a,, are called the Lyapunov singular 
values of the system. 
(b) The system is called Lyapunov input-normal if Z = L Similarly, the system 
is called Lyapunov a-input-normal if Z = aL a > O. 
(c) The system is called Lyapunov balanced a-input-normal if Z = trL a > 0, 
and Y is diagonal with nonincreasing diagonal entries. In fact in that case 
r • ' ' . , = dmg(a I, a_;,.. , = Z~, 
where a~, a , , . . . ,  a,, are the Lyapunov singular values of the system. 
3. (Bounded-real-balancip,g) Consider the system (A,B, C,D) E B',, m and let Y 
and Z denote the stabilizing solutions to the control and filter bounded-real 
Riccati equations, 
0 = A'BY + YA~ + YBR~IB*y + C*S~C, (BI) 
0 = AaZ + ZA~ + ZC*St~CZ + BR~B ". (B2) 
where 
AB = A + BR~,ID*C, RB = I -  D*D, SB = I -  DD*. (B3) 
The condition that Y is a stabilizing solution of (B l) is equivalent o the re- 
quirement hat AB + BR~ ~B* Y is stable; the condition that Z is a stabilizing so- 
lution of (B2) is equivalent o the requirement that AB + ZC*S~C is stable. 
(a) The system is called bounded-real-balanced if Y and Z are equal and dia- 
gonal such that 
Z'a := Y = Z = diag(al, a: . . . .  , a,,), 
with (1 >)al >t a2 i> .. .  >i a,,(> 0). The matrix ZB is called the bounded-real- 
gramian of the system. The numbers al, a2 , . . . ,  a,, E (0, 1) are called the bound- 
ed-real singular values of the system. 
(b) The system is called bounded-real input normal if Z = k Similarly, the sys- 
tem is called bounded-real -input-normal if Z = al, ~ > 0. 
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(c) The system is called bounded-real balanced 0"-#iput-normal if Z=oL 
0. > O, and Y is diagonal with non-increasing diagonal entries. In fact in that 
case 
y_  o-i • , ~ ~ 0.-I S dmg(o~, 02,. . . ,  0"7, ) = Z., 
where 0.~, 0.2,..., a,, are the bounded-real singular values defined in (a). 
4. (Positive-real-balancing) Consider the system (A,B, C,D) E p,m and let Y 
and Z be the stabilizing solutions to the control and filter positive-real Riccati 
equations, 
0 = ApY + YAp 4- YBRp~B*Y + C*Rp~C, (P1) 
0 = ApZ + ZA~ + ZC*Rp~CZ + BRp~B *, (P2) 
where 
Ap = A - BRp*C, Rp = D + D*. (P3) 
The condition that Y is a stabilizing solution of (PI) is equivalent o the re- 
quirement that Ap + BRp ~ B* Y is stable; the condition that Z is a stabilizing so- 
lution of (P2) is equivalent to the requirement that Ap + ZC*Rp*C is stable. 
(a) The system is called positive real balanced if Y and Z are equal and bal- 
anced, such that 
2.'e := Y = Z = diag(al ,  a2 , . . . ,  a,,), 
with (I >)rrj >i a., i> ... t> a,,(>)0. The matrix Z'l, is called the positive-real- 
gramian of the system. The numbers rr,. rr., . . . . .  rr,, ~ (0.1) c ~ are called the 
positit,e-real-s#tgukw vahws of the system. 
(b) The system is called positive-real #qmt-mmmd if Z =/ .  Similarly, the sys- 
tem is called positive-real a-h~put-normal if Z = 0.1, a > O. 
(c) The system is called positive-real balanced o-#qmt-normal if Z = 0./, a > 0, 
and Y is diagonal with non-increasing diagonal entries. In fact in that case 
• g( ' " *) 0.-'Z~, y=0. - Idm a~,%. . . . .  ,0.7, = 
where a~, 0.., . . . . .  a,, are the positive real singular values defined in (a). 
There are a number of properties of the solutions of the Riccati and Lyapunov 
equations appearing in the Definition above, that are implicitly used in the 
Definition or will be used later. For proofs of the results one can refer, e.g., 
to [31,4,18]. The hermitian solutions of the Riccati equations involved are 
not necessarily strictly positive definite in general. In the LQG case the two 
Riccati equations in L~I." each have one strictly positive definite hermitian solu- 
tion and this is precisely the unique stabilizing solution• It follows that the cor- 
responding LQG singular values are strictly positive. In the Lyapunov case the 
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two Lyapunov equations for a system in SnP'm each have a unique solution and it 
is strictly positive definite hermitian. Hence the Lyapunov singular values, also 
known as the Hankel singular values, are strictly positive. In the bounded real 
case and the positive real case all the hermitian solutions (not only the stabiliz- 
ing solutions) of the Riccati equations for a system in Bp,m respectively P~ are 
strictly positive definite. Hermitian solutions Y and Z are the stabilizing solu- 
tions if and only if Z -m - Y is strictly positive definite. This is again equivalent 
to the property that the (strictly positive) singular values are all strictly less 
than one. 
In [10,23-25] canonical forms and parametrizations were obtained for the 
various classes of linear systems using balanced realizations. The canonical 
forms are all 'non-overlapping' and even in the single-input single-output case 
they lead to 'cell decompositions' of the classes of systems with a large number 
of 'cells' [24]. For iterative search algorithms on the manifold of systems of 
given McMillan degree this could potentially lead to problems. If a parameter 
estimate approaches the 'boundary' of such a 'cell' it may not be obvious, how 
and in which other cell the path should be continued. Moreover, numerical 
problems could be expected since, e.g., for the class of stable second order sys- 
tems the determinant of the L2-induced Riemannian metric tensor of the bal- 
anced parametrized systems with distinct singular values caa be calculated to 
be 
b~b;. 21+2,. ' 
where 21, ,;.2 are the eigenvalues of the corresponding Hankel operator and bl, 
b: are the entries of the b-vector. A 'boundary' of a 'cell' is encountered, e.g., if 
2~ is nearly -22, where it is seen that ~he parametrization is ill-conditioned. 
Using suitably chosen overlapping parametrizations it is possible to 'paste 
over' such boundaries. 
The purpose of this paper is therefore to develop overlapping parametriza- 
tions for the various classes of systems. This will be done using input-normal 
realizations. We will show that the canonical forms based on so-called 
block-balanced input-normal realizations are in a straightforward bijective cor- 
respondence with block-balanced realizations, which in turn are closely related 
to the corresponding balanced canonical forms. This is important from the fol- 
lowing practical point of view. For example in system identification algorithms 
ideally a balanced canonical form is used because of its advantages with respect 
to the parametrization f systems. Should the parameter stimate come close to 
the boundary of a 'cell' in which the algorithm was started it would be advis- 
able to change to a suitably chosen block-balanced input-normal canonical 
form until the 'boundary' is passed and the estimate is away from the 'boun- 
dary' of the new 'cell'. 
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The overlapping forms for the multivariable case are constructed using the 
classical way of employing nice selections of columns of the reachability matrix 
(see, e.g., [14,8]). But we introduce an important modification. We will be 
working with reordered columns of the teachability matrix. The reordering 
allows us to obtain a description of the canonical form in terms of the state 
space matrices which is of importance for the desired parametrization results. 
In fact one of the guiding ideas is to make the reordered reachability matrix 
upper triangular in a suitable fashion. The result is that a reordering of the col- 
umns of B and A will then also be upper triangular. 
Precise definitions and a well-known Lemma concerning various concepts of 
upper triangularity that will be used, follow. 
Definition 1.4. Let M E K nxl. 
(a) M is called positive upper triangular if there exist n indices il, i2 . . . .  , in, 
with 1 ~< i~ </2 <. . .  < in <~ 1 such that 
M ~.  
0 • • • mli~ * . . . . . . . . . . . .  * 
0 ... 0 0 . . .  m2~2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• . • . • 
0 ... 0 0 ... 0 . . . . . .  0 m,in * 
with mj~j > 0 for all j E {1,2,. . . ,  n}• 
(b) M is called simple positive upper triangular if M is positive upper trian- 
gular and in =n, i.e. M can be partitioned as M = [MI,M2], where Mi is a 
square n x n positive upper triangular matrix and Ms an arbitrary n x ( I -  n) 
matrix. 
The following lemma is well-known (see, e.g., [23]). 
Lemma 1.1. Let M E •n×t, rank(M)=n<~/. There exists a unitary matrix 
Qo E K n×n such that the matrix QoM is positive upper triangular. The matrix Qo 
is unique and so QoM is uniquely determined. 
Let us now give a short description of the contents of the various sections• 
The notion of ordered ynamical indices is introduced in Scction 2, where also 
the necessary material is reviewed concerning nice selections• In Se¢tion 3 the 
specific way in which the columns of the reachability matrix are ordered is in- 
troduced. In this section also one of the main results of the paper is established 
which shows that bringing the reordered columns of the pair [B,A] into simple 
positive upper triangular form is equivalent to bringing the reordered columns 
of the reachability matrix in the nice selection into simple positive upper trian- 
gular form. In Sections 4 and 5, the canonical forms and parametrizations will 
be analyzed. More specifically, in Section 4 we discuss input-normal forms. 
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The results of this section will then be used in Section 5 to derive results con- 
cerning block-balanced input normal forms which are a generalization a d re- 
finement of input-normal forms. 
Remark. In this paper we work with continuous time systems; for discrete time 
systems one can use the parametrizations and canonical forms presented here 
by employing the well-known bilinear transform which brings a continuous- 
time system into a discrete-time system (cf., e.g., [7,8,23]). 
1.1. Notation 
The letter • stands for either the real field R or the complex field C. The 
symbols 1p,s ep, m B~,I and pm stand for various classes of systems as defined ~f l  9 a J  n 9 
in the Introduction. The symbol ~ stands for system equivalence (see Introduc- 
tion). Definition 1.1 contains an explanation of the symbol F which stands for 
a canonical form and Definition 1.2 contains an explanation of 'int' which de- 
notes the open interior of a set. The symbols At, AB, Ap, RL, RB, Rp, SL, Sa and 
Sp are explained in Definition 1.3. The symbol #A denotes the number of ele- 
ments in the set A. The set of (n, m)-nice selections A/'(n; m) is defined in Def- 
inition 2.1. The set of (n, m)-dynamical indices ~(n; m) is defined in Definition 
2.2. The ordering permutation ~of a sequence of dynamical indices is intro- 
duced in Section 2. The set (~(n; m) of ordered dynamical indices is defined 
in Definition 2.3. The set of (n,m)-step sizes S(n; m) is defined in Definition 
2.4. What is meant by a sequence of (n, m)-reversed step sizes is defined in De- 
finition 2.5. The reachability matrix R(A,B) of the n-dimensional system 
(A,B, C,D) E K "×~ x K ~×m x ~pxn x ~pxm is given by R(A,B) = [B, AB, A2B, 
... ,A"-IB]. The symbols N(A,B;d) and M(A,B;d) are explained in Section 3. 
The symbol Jfl(A,B;d) is explained in Section 5. The sets of systems 
LP, m ~p,m l~p,m .;d,,..,,;d,..:d,P~..d are defined in Definition 4.1 and the sets of systems 
p,m pp,m tr-ILn;d, ~7-.IS~;d, tT-l~:~', tT-IP~n.d are defined in Definition 4.2. The sets of systems 
" ,m ' - ,m ~m ,m ,m ,m m Skew~.';~, O~',dm~, 6Y~,d,S, OP~,d,B, Oo,d, p, OP~,d.L, OP~,d,S, O~o,d,B, O~ d,t" are also defined m 
Section 4. The canonical forms FLo;d, FS~d, F~. a, and F~. d are defined in Lemma 
4.3. The sets of feedthrough terms A, Ab and Ap are defined in Section 4. The 
parametrization maps O~,ds, CPo,d,s, CPo,d.n and O~,d,~' are also introduced in Sec- 
tion 4. The sets of systems LF.'% ,, s~im.., ,, B p'm and pm are defined 
I 2 .. . .  k ~ , . , ' " ,  ~ - -n l ,n2 , . . -nk  n l .n2 , " ' ,nk  
in Section 5. The set of eigenvalues of a matrix A is denoted by spec(A). If for 
two sets of real numbers A and B we have that each element of A is larger than 
each element of B we write that A >-- B (see Section 5). For an explanation of 
p,m ,p.m p,m em p,m 
the notation L,~ ,n2 ..... nk ;D, ' S~! ,n2 ..... nk,Dk ' Bnl,nz ..... nk:Dk ' nl ,"2 ..... nk ;Dk ' ¢7"1Lnl ,"2 ..... ,k :Dt ' 
tr IS'p'm a IBp'm and tT-[Pm see Definition 5.3. The canoni- n n~ n D ~ n n ,  n ,D ~ n n nk,Dt " I ,  . , - " ,  k; .k " . .  I ,  2 " "ozk"  k _ I ,  2 , ' " ,  " 
L ,3 /$ /~ cal forms F~,D,, F~ ok, F~,Dk, F~ vk are defined m Lemma 5.3. Refer to Section 5 
for the definition of the sets of systems 6~,,. ..... k:D~,L, ~,,,~ ..... ,,:D,,S, ~ .~ ..... ,,:D,,B, 
b m ,m O/~,m ,m and, O m The  
¢~,ni ..... nk;D,,P' ~ ,n i  ..... nt,:D,,L, o,nl ..... nk;Dk,S' (~ 'n l  ..... nt~:Ok,B #,nl ..... nk;Ok,P" 
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parametrization maps @o.,, ..... ,,:o,,L, ck,,., ..... n,:O,.S, Cbo,n, ..... .~: Dk, B, q~,,,, ..... ~,:o,.e are 
also defined in Section 5. SISO system stands for single-input single-output sys- 
tem and MIMO (or multivariable) system stands for multi-input and/or multi- 
output system. The real part of a complex number 2 is denoted by Re(A). 
2. Nice selection and dynamical indices 
. ,  
The purpose of this section is to recall the notions of nice selections and dy- 
namical indices (see, e.g., [8]) and to introduce the new concept of an ordering 
permutation for a sequence of dynamical indices. This new concept will be cen- 
tral in the construction of the canonical forms for multi-input multi-output sys- 
tems. This section is not of relevance, however, for the construction of t-he 
canonical forms for single-input single-output systems. 
In order to fix the notation we now recall the well-known definitions of a 
nice selection and dynamical indices. 
Definition 2.1. Let n,m >1 1. Then (vl, v2,..., v,) is a nice selection or (n,m)-nice 
,selection if 
1. vi E { l ,2 , . . . ,nm}, i=  l , . . . ,n .  
2. vl <~ v2 <~ . . .  v, <~ nm 
3. for i = 1,. . . ,  n, either 
v~ <~m 
or  
~i - -m ~ ~'j 
for some I <~ j <~ i, i.e. v; - m is also in the nice selection. 
The set of (n, m)-nice selections i denoted by Y(n; m). 
Let (A,B,C,D) E IK "×" x Ig "×'n x K p×" x ~P×" be a system and let 
R := R(A,B)  := [B, AB , . . .  ,A"-~B] be its reachability matrix. Let v~,..., v, be 
column numbers of R which form a (n,m)-nice selection. For i = 1,... ,m let 
di be given by 
di = #{j  E {0 , . . . ,n -  1}1i +jm ~ {v , ,v2 , . . . , v ,}} .  
The numbers di, i = 1,2,... ,m, are called the dynamical indices corresponding 
to the nice selection vl , . . . ,  v,,. It follows immediately from the construction of 
m the dynamical indices that ~i:~ di = n. This motivates the following well- 
known definition. 
Definition 2.2. Let n, m i> 1. The sequence (dl , . . . ,  din) is called a sequence of 
(n, m)-dynamical indices if 
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1. di E {0, l , . . . ,n} ,  i=  l , . . . ,m.  
2. ~_,i"'=ldi =n. 
The set of all sequences of (n,m)-dynamical indices is denoted by ~(n;m). 
The above construction associates to each (n, m)-nice selection a sequence of 
(n,m)-dynamical indices. This induces a map Td from .hr(n;rn) to ~(n;m), 
which is in fact a bijection. 
Lemma 2.1. The map 
Ta" JV'(n; m) ~ ~(n; m) 
is a bijection. 
For a given sequence of (n, m)-dynamical indices (dl, d2,. . . ,  din) consider the 
unique permutation rr on (1,2,. . .  ,m) with the following properties. 
1. d~(i) f> d~(2) 1> ""  >i d, lml; 
2. for each i, j E { l ,2 , . . . ,m},  i < j ,  with d~(i) = d~j) one has 
n(i) < nO" ). 
The sequence (d~iI),d~(2),... ,d~im)) is called the sequence of ordered (n, m)-dy- 
namical indices corresponding to the sequence of (n,m) dynamical indices 
(dl,d2,... ,din). The permutation rr is called the ordering permutation. 
For the subsequent discussions it will also be useful to have a notation for 
the multiplicities of the dynamical indices. Let h be the number of distinct dy- 
namical indices d~,... ,d,,, or d~(I),..., dn(m) and let 61,62,..., 6h denote the mul- 
tiplicities such that 
t in ( I )  - "  " ' "  - "  dn(61)  > t in (61 .1 )  - -  " ' "  - -  dn( ,~,+62)  > dn(6 l+~2. l )  - -  " ' "  
= d~(,~+,~2+~ >'"  > d~¢,~l+,~:+...,~,_~+l ) = . . . =  d~(m). 
In some situations it is convenient o have a notation available for the values 
which the ordered dynamical indices take on, but disregarding multiplicities. 
We denote this sequence by 
(d~,d2,... ,dh)" 
Example 2.1. Let n = 18, m = 7 and (d l ,~, . . . ,dT)  = (3, 1,3,2,4,4, l) then 
(d,~ii),d,~i2),...,d,171) = (4,4,3,3,2, 1, 1) 
and 
(n(l), rc(2),...,rt(7)) = (5,6,1,3,4,2,7). 
Note that for the example the permutation 
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($(1),~(2),. . . ,~(7)) = (6,5, 1,3,4,2,7) 
would also produce 
(d~(l), d~(2),... ,d~(7)) = (4,4,3,3,2, l, l) 
but would not satisfy the second property, since d~(~)-d~(2)--4, but 
#(1) .~ ~(2). 
The multiplicities of the dynamical indices are 
(61, t$2,63,64) = (2,2, 1,2) 
with h = 4. The sequence of ordered dynamical indices disregarding multiplic- 
ities is 
(d,, d2, d3, d4) = (4, 3, 2, 1). 
Definition 2.3. Let n,m >I 1. The set of all sequences (d l , . . . ,  din) of ordered 
(n, m)-dynamical indices, i.e. all sequences (all,..., dm) of (n, m)-dynamical 
indices for which dl >1 dz >i . . .  >>, dm, is denoted by ¢~(n; m). 
The following set of numbers in,..., sl, l ~< n, is naturally associated with an 
(n, m)-nice selection of the columns of the reachability matrix R of the system 
(,4, B, C, D) ~ h: nxn x K nx'~ x K p×~ x K p×'~. Let s~ be the number of columns in 
the nice selection that were picked from Ai-IB, i = 1,... ,n. Let I be such that 
st > 0 and st+l = 0. By construction of the nice selection it is clear that 
m >>. sl >~ s2 >~ . . .  >>. st > s l . l  = O. 
Since the number of columns of the (n, m)-nice selection of R is n we have 
ES i  "-- II. 
i=! 
The indices s l , . . . ,  st are called the (n, m)-step sizes corresponding to the (n, m)- 
nice selection. In a similar way the step sizes can be deduced from a sequence of 
(n, m)-dynamical indices (all,..., din). Then s~ is the number of dynamical indi- 
ces such that dj t> i, i.e. 
s, = #{ j  l dy >~ i}. 
Definition 2.4. The sequence (Sl,S2,...,SI) is called a sequence of (n,m)-step 
sizes if 
1. si E { l , . . . ,m},  i=  1,. . . ,1.  
2. sl >~s2 >I ... ~>st >0.  
3. E,'_-, s, = 
The set of all sequences of (n, m)-step sizes is denoted by ~(n;  m). 
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It is clear that two different nice selections or two different sequences of dy- 
namical indices can give rise to the same sequence of step sizes. But there is a 
bijection between ordered dynamical indices and step sizes• 
Lemma 2.2. Let n, m >i 1. Define the map 
Tp " C~(n ;m)  ~ 6e(n;m); (dt , . . . ,d ,n)  ~ (Sl ,S2,. . . ,Sl) ,  
where si := #{ j [  dj >i i} and I is such that st > 0,sl+! = 0. Then Tp is a bijection. 
An easy way to see how the step sizes and the ordered dynamical indices are 
related and that they are bijectively related is by way of a so-called Young di- 
agram. One possible way to describe it is as a 0-l-matrix: Form the m x n ma- 
trix Y = (YiJ)l.<i<.m,l<.j.<,, such that 
1 for j <~ d~i), 
Yi/= 0 fo r j>d~l ,  ).
Then the sum of the entries in the ith row is clearly d~<0 for each i E { 1,. . .  ,m}. 
But also the sum of the entries of thejth column is equal to s j , j  = 1,. . .  ,n. It is 
not hard to see that 1 = maxt <.~.<md~ and sj = 0 for j > 1. Furthermore the se- 
quence (st,sl-I - s t , . . .  ,sl - s2,s0 - st) from which the zero elements are re- 
moved (sets0 := m), forms the sequence of multiplicities (~,32, . . . ,~h)  of 
the ordered dynamical indices. Clearly 
t~ l "Jl- t~ 2 "JI- " " " "~ t~ h - -  S I "Jl- ( S I - t - -  S l ) "~ " " " "~- (St --  $2) + (So - -  S I )  - -  SO - -  m. 
That the step sizes s t , . . .  ,st and the ordered dynamical indices are bijectively 
related can be read off easily from the Young diagram with matrix Y. 
Example 2.2. Let again n = 18, m = 7 and 
= 
The Young diagram can be 
y 
(4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1 
represented by 
¢'1 1 1 1 0 0 0 ..- 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 . . .  0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 . . .  0 
1 I 1 0 0 0 0 -. .  0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
\1 0 0 0 0 0 
. 
the 0- l -matrix Y, 
0 -.. 0 
0 .-. 0 
0 . . .  0 /  
The row-sums are 4,4,3,3,2,1,1 respectively, i.e. equal to  dn( l j ,d r t (2 ) , . . . ,d r t (7 ) ,  
while the column-sums are (7,5,4,2,0,0,0) and so 1=4 and 
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s i  - -  7 , s2  --  5,s3 - -4 , s4  - -  2. The multiplicities of the ordered dynamical indi- 
ces are obtained from (s4,s3 - s4,s2 - ss,sl - s2,s0 - sl) = (2,2, 1~2,0) by re- 
moving the zero elements, therefore h= 4 and 6~ = 2, 62 = 2, 63 = 1, 64 = 2. 
This can of course be seen directly from the dynamical indices (4,4,3,3,2,1,1) 
as well. 
In later sections it will be convenient to have a notation available for se- 
quences obtained by reversing the order of a sequence of step sizes. 
Definition 2.5. The sequence (r l ,r2,. . . ,rt)  is called a sequence of (n,m)- 
reversed step sizes if 
1. r~ E { l ,2, . . . ,m},  i=  1, . . . , / .  
2. 0 < ri  ~ r2 <~ " . .  <. r l .  
3. ET: l  ri = n. 
If h' is the number of distinct elements in a sequence of (n, m) reversed step 
sizes (r~,... ,r t), the multiplicities are denoted by 
P l ,  " " " , Ph"  
The sequence of reversed step sizes, ignoring multiplicities is denoted by 
h,~2,...,~h'. 
Clearly, there is a bijective relationship between sequences of (n,m)-step sizes 
and sequences of reversed (n, m)-step sizes; the bijection is given simply be a re- 
version of the sequence. Combining this with the bijection between sequences 
of ordered ynamical indices and sequences of step sizes (cf. Lemma 2.2) it fol- 
lows of course that with each ordered sequence of dynamical indices there cor- 
responds a unique reversed sequence of step sizes. 
The following lemma summarizes some useful facts which will be important 
in the subsequent sections. 
Lemma 2.3. Let in >, 1, n >t 1 and let (dl,...,dm) be a sequence o f  (n,m)- 
dynamical indices with sequence o f  (n,m)-step si:es (st,s2,... ,st). Let rc be the 
ordering permutation. Then 
1. d~(~,l >i i fo r i  = 1,...,1. 
2. IJ'fi~r some 1 <~ i < 1 -  l , s~ j < st, then d~l,,) = i. 
3. d,, i  = O Jbr i = st + l , . . . ,m.  
4. d,~il = ! Jbr  i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,sl .  
5. 1 = maxl ~,<,,,d,. 
6. The sequence 
(SI~SI_ I --  SI, • . . ,S  i - -  $2,S  0 - -  S I )  
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f rom which the zero elements are removed, forms tm sc'quence o f  multiplicities 
(61,62,. . . ,  fit,) o f  the ordered dynamical indices. Here we have set So := m. 
7. Let h' be the mmtber o f  distinct elements in the sequence o f  step sizes 
(s l ,s2, . . .  ,st) and let h be the number o f  different elements #1 the sequence 
o f  dynamical indices (dl , . . . , d,,). Then 
h i f  d={,,, I ¢ O: 
h' = h - I i f  d=l,, I = 0. 
8. Let r l , . . .  ,~'h' be the reversed step sizes, ignoring multiplicities, that corres- 
pond to the given sequence of  step sizes. Then for i = 1 , . . . ,  h', 
61 + ' "  + 6~ = ~'~. 
Proof. (1): Let 1 ~< i ~</. Recall that s /= # {j  I dj i> i}. Hence for k = 1, . . . ,  si it 
follows that d,~/k ) >i i. 
(2): Let 1 <~i<<.i- 1 be such that s;+~ < &. Assume that d,l.~,)> i. Since 
d=ik ) >1 d~/.,,) f> i + 1 for all I ~< k <~ s; it follows that S;+l = si which is a con- 
tradiction. Hence d, ls,~ = i. 
(3)-(5): Follows from the definition of the step sizes. 
(6): Since by definition si = #{ j  ] dj t> i}, i=  I , . . . ,  l, it follows that 
s , -  ,,+, = #{J14  = ;}, 
i = I , . . . , ! -  I. Note  that 
#{j ld ,  : 0} =,n -  #{j ld ,  >~ i} - s , , - s ,  
and 
#{j  l d, = !} = #{ j  l d, >. !} =st.  
(7): The number of distinct elements h' in the sequence (sL.s,.,... ,s~) is given 
by the number of non-zero elements in the sequence 
(sl,sl-! - s l , . . .  ,sl - s,.). 
Hence ={h 
h- I  
i f  S(I --" S l ,  
h' 
if so ¢ s i. 
j' h if d,~,,, I ¢ 0. 
h -  1 ifd~,,,) = 0. 
(8): This is a consequence of 6. 71 
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3. Nice selections of columns of the teachability matrix 
If a column of a reachability matrix is in fact the ith column, i E { 1,.. . ,  nm}, 
then we will say that this column has column label i. If a system 
(A,B, C,D) ~ K "×" × K "×" × K p×" x K p×m is reachable, then its reachability 
matrix R(A, B) has full rank and as is well-known, the labels of the first n inde- 
pendent columns of R(A,B) form a nice selection, called the Kronecker selec- 
tion. This shows that there exists at least one nice selection (vm,..., v,) such 
that the corresponding submatrix of R(A,B) consisting of the columns with 
the labels v~,..., v, has full rank. The Kronecker selection will not play a spe- 
cial role in this paper. Instead, arbitrary nice selections will be used under the 
condition that the corresponding submatrix of the reachability matrix has full 
rank. The existence of the Kronecker selection establishes that there is at least 
one such selection for each reachable system. 
In the study of canonical tb~ms the nice selections have often played an im- 
portant role. Given a nice selection of columns of R(A,B) the submatrix of 
R(A,B) is considered which is obtained by deleting the columns of R(A,B) 
whose labels are not in the nice selection. One of the key innovations of the 
present paper is not to work with this submatrix, but with a closely related ma- 
trix which is obtained by reordering the columns of this submatrix in a specific 
way. 
We now give the details of the construction of this matrix. Let 
(A,B, C,D) E K "×" x K "×m x K p×" x •P×" and let d = (dl,dz,... ,din) be a se- 
quence of (n,m)-dynamical indices. Let (sl , . . . ,s l)  be the corresponding se- 
quence of step sizes. Let (rl, r2,.. . ,  rt) be the associated sequence of reversed 
step sizes with multiplicities pl,...,ph, and let ?~,PZ,...,~h' be the same se. 
quence but ignoring multiplicities. Let rt be the ordering permutation of the se- 
quence of dynamical indices (art,...,din). Let (61,... ,6h) be the corresponding 
multiplicities and let (tit,... ,d h) be the corresponding sequence of ordered y- 
namical indices ignoring the multiplicities. For j = I , . . . ,  I, let 
Nr, l-j := [A 't~-/Benll),Aa"'~-/Be~l,.i,... ,Aa'",'-iBenl.,.,i] 
and let 
N(A,B;d) := [Nt,N2,... ,Nt]. 
An interesting reformulation of N(A,B;d) is given in the next lemma. To for- 
mulate the lemma we need the following notation which will also be used later. 
Let 
"= [Ben(t),Benlz),... ,Ben(,,,)] 
and partition/~ as 
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"-" [B l sB2 ,  . . .  ,Bh] ,  
where/~j 6 I~×a,,j = 1,2,. . .  ,h. 
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Lemma 3.1. With the above notat ion 
1. NI = [Be~(i),Ben(2),... ,Be~(s,)] =/~l. 
2. For j=  1 , . . . ,1 -  1, 
(a) i f  sy = Sj+l, then 
NI+I-j -" dNl+l-(/+l); 
(b) i f s j  > sy+l, then 
NI+I-j = [ANI+I-U+I), Bq], 
where q is such that Bq = [Be~l~,~ +l ) , . . . ,  Be~s,i]. 
Proof. (1): Note that since d~(i) = I for i = 1,2,. . .  ,st 
N! = [Be~l), Be~(2), . . . , Be~cs,) ].
(2): Let l<~j<<. l -1  and assume that sj =sj+~. Then by Lemma 2.3 
d~(.,j) >i j + 1 and hence 
Nt+t - /= [da~"'-JBe~(t),dd~(2,-JBe~c21,... ,Aa~'J'-JBe~(~,)] 
_. A[A't~c,~-O+l)Be,c(1),Aa~,2~-t/+l)Be,~i2),... ,Aa~t,,~-t/÷t)Be~i.,,,~) ] 
= dNl+l-~/+l). 
If I ~<j ~< 1 - 1 and sj > s/+l then by Lerama 2.3 d~l,.,i = j and hence 
d"c~-JBe~ c d d~''` ~ + ~'-J Be~(~,, Nr, l-i = [.4 i), . . . ,AJ'~"'~-/Be~l,+l), t+l),..., 
Ad~l~,~-JBen(~,)] 
- [Ad~ct~-JBe~(i), ,A~C,,,,~-JBe .. -- . . .  ~(.,,+~), Be~(s,~+l ), ., Be~(s,)] 
= [A[aa,,i,,-~J+t)Ben(i),... ,An(SJ+t)-~J+~)Ben~/+~)],~q] 
-- [ANl+l-( j+i),Bq], 
where q is such that/~q = [Be~s,l+~),... ,Be~l,,) ]. [3 
Example 3.1. Continuing the earlier example leaving the entries of (A,B)  
unspecified but writing B = [b~,..., bin], i.e. bi = Bei is the ith column of B, one 
obtains 
R(A,B) = [B, AB, A2B, . . .  ,AI7B], 
N(A,B ;a )  = [N,,N2,N:,,N4], 
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with 
NI = [bs, b6] 
an 18 x 2 matrix, 
N2 = [Abs,Ab6, bl , b3] 
an 18 x 4 matrix, 
N3 = [AZbs,A"b6,Abi,Ab3, b4] 
an 18 x 5 matrix, 
N4 = [A3bs,A3b6,A2bi,A'b3,Ab4,b2,b7] 
an 18 × 7 matrix, where (2,4,5, 7) = (rl,~,r3,r4) is the reversed sequence of 
step sizes. 
A simple method to decide whether a column AJ-~Be,,t~l is in the nice 
selection and to find its column label in N(A,B;d), proceeds as follows. Con- 
sider the Young diagram, represented here bythe matrix Y. Consider the last 
low containing unit entries and change the last unit entry to n. Then proceed 
to the row above and change its last unit entry into n -  1. Proceed like this 
until the first row is reached, changing its last unit element into n -  sl + 1. 
In the matrix that is obtained in this way go to the last row that contains 
units, which is the s2th row and change its last unit element o n -  s~, etc. 
Proceed like this until the (I,1) element of the matrix is reached, which in 
fact remains 1. 
i ~ Then A ~- Let the resulting matrix be denoted by ~' = (.;/). Be,~ is in the nice 
selection if Yo ~ 0 and in fact y~j .~ 0 is the column number of A/-IBe,,l in 
N(A,B;d). 
Example 3.2. Continuing the same example the following matrix is obtained, 
I 3 7 12 
2 4 8 13 
5 9 14 
6 10 15 , 
I! 16 
17 
18 
where the empty entries are to be read as zeros. Recalling that 
(n(l), n(2),. . . ,  n(7)) : (5, 6, 1,3,4,2, 7) 
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it turns out for example that A2Be6 = A2Beni2) is the 8th column of N(A,B;d) 
because Y2.~ = 8 while A4Be~ = A4Be~I3~ is not in the nice selection because 
Ps~ = 0. 
Another matrix which is important f,-_,r our development is obtained by a 
suitable reordering of the columns of the matrix [B,A], where 
(A,B, C,D) E ~"×~ x ~n×m x ~(~pxn X ~p×m. The precise reordering depends on 
a chosen sequence of (n, m)-dynamical indices (dl,d~,... ,din). Partition A into 
h' matrices 
A = [AI,A2,...,Ah,], 
where ,4i E Kn×t~'8,i-- l , . . .  ,h'. Then set 
M(A,B ;a )  := [t~,A~,/~.,,A2 . . . .  ,Ah,,t~h] 
i fh '=h- I  and set 
M(A,B;d) := [BI,AI,B2,A2,...,Ah,-I,/~j,,Ah,] 
if h' = h. 
Let (A,B, C,D) be a n-dimensional system and let d = (d l ,~, . . .  ,din) be a 
sequence of (n, m)-dynamical indices. In the following we are going to establish 
a close relationship between N(A,B;d) and M(A,B;d). 
Theorem3.1. Let (A,B, C,D) E K"×" x K"×m x ~P~" x K r×m. Then the following 
two statements are equivalent. 
I. N(A, B; d) is positive upper triangular. 
2. M(A,B;d) is s#nple positive upper triangular. 
Proof. In the course of this proof we will use the following notation. We denote 
by U(v, v - 1 + w) the set of all matrices with u, columns and n rows, such that 
if uq is the ij-entry of U(v, v -  1 + w) then 
0 
uij = > 0 
arbitrary 
i f i> j+v-  1, 
i f /= j+v-  1, 
otherwise. 
Note that if a matrix is simple positive upper triangular, then the submatrix 
consisting of the w columns with labels z. ~ ~- l , . . . ,  v -  1 + w is an element 
of U(v, v -  I + w). 
We first show that (1) implies (2). Assume that N(A,B;d) is positive upper 
triangular. We will recursively construct a matrix A~t which is simple positive 
upper triangular. The proof of the implication will then be finished by noting 
that M(A,B;d)[I,,,O] T = -M. Since Nt = Bi and NI is by assumption i  U(!,rl) 
we have that 
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MI :=/}1 E U( l , r t) .  
If l = 1 then we are done. Suppose ! > 1. 
Let 1 ~< i <~ i -  1 and assume ('induction hypothesis') that ~ E U( l , r l+  
• .- + ri) and ~ contains the matrices AI , . . .  ,A~-i that will be constructed re- 
cursively. 
Case 1" ri+m = r~. By Lemma 3.1 we have that 
N~+! = AN~, 
where by assumption N~ E U(rl + . . .  + ri-I + l,rl + . . .  + r~) (set r0 := 0) and 
N~+l E U(rl + . . .  + r~ + l,rl + . . .  + r~+l). Write 
,4 =:  ,4i 
with A~ = [Al,... ,A,-I] a n x (rl + . . .  + r~-i) matrix (if i= 1 then,4~ is empty) 
and A~ is a n × r~ matrix. Because of the special structure of N~ we have that 
= = A IN, = 0IN; .  
For i = l the matrix A~ is empty and hence 
Ai E U(r~ +. . .  + r, + l,r~ +. . .  + r~+~). 
For i > 1, it follows from the induction hypothesis that the matrix Ag is such 
that all rows are zero with the possible exception of some rows amongst he 
first r~ +. . .  + r, rows. The above identity therefore also implies that for i > 1, 
A, E U(rl + . . .  + r, + I,rl + . . .  +r,+t). 
Hence 
M,+I := [M, A,] E U( I , r l  + . . .  + r,~l). 
Case 2: r~+l > ri. By Lemma 3.1 we have that 
N,~I= [AN, Bq], 
for some q. By assumption N, E U(rl + . . .  + r,-! + I,rl + . . .  + r,) (set r0 := 0) 
and N,+l E U(rl + . . .  + r, + I,r~ +. . .  + r,+~). Write 
N,+I =: [N~I r 
with N/;~ a n x r, matrix and let A =: [A.,. A, A~] as above. Then 
= 
with N~+~ E U(rl + . . .  + t~ + I,r~ +. . .  + r,_~ + 2r,). By the same argument as 
above we obtain that A, E U(rl + . . .  + r, + I,rm +. . .  + r,_~ + 2r~). Since 
N,+, = [AN, Bq] = [NL+, /}q] E U(r, + . . .  + r, + l,r, + . . .  + ,~+,) 
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this implies that Bq E U(r I -t-...--t- ri_! --[- 2r~ + l,r~ +. . .  + r~+~). Hence 
~,+, := [M, ,4, t~] ~ u( i , , -~ + . . .  + ,;+,). 
we have therefore recursively constructed a matrix Mt e U( l, r~ +. . -  + rt), i.e. 
Mt is simple positive upper triangular. It remains to note that M(A,B ;d)= 
[Mt[*], because for each i=  1,2 , . . . ,h ' ,  one has `4i=[Av,+.-.+v,_,+~,..-, 
Av,+...+v,]; these matrices all have ~ columns, and so the total number of 
columns of A~ is indeed p~P,.. 
We now prove the converse direction, i.e. that (2) implies (1). We will show 
recursively that N(A,B;d)  is positive upper triangular. Note that by assump- 
t ion/~ ~ U( l , r l ) .  Hence N~ =/~ ~ U(l,r~). 
Case 1. Assume now that we have shown that for 1 <~ i ~< i - 1 
[N, ,N2, . . .  ,N,] ~_ U( l ,p, i ' ,  + . . .  + Pj-,~i-I -F "fi'j) 
for some choice of j with l ~< j ~< h' and ? with 1 ~< ? < p/; it follows that 
r~+~ = r~. Hence by Lemma 3.1 
Ni+~ = `4Ni. 
Partition 
A = [`4._,. A .  ,4,] 
with ,4'.,' a n x (pl~i + . . .  + pj__l~j_l + (7 -- l)~j) matrix and ` 4,  a n x ~j matrix. 
By assumption `4,  E U(~j + pi~z +. . .  + pj_l~j_i + (7 - l)~j + I, ~j + pl~t+ 
• .. + pi_t~j_i + ~,~) and ` 4,,, is such that all rows are zero with the possible ex- 
ception of the first r i + pj~l +""  + Pj--ll~-I + (7 -- l)~j rows. Note that because 
of the special structure of N, 
N,.,l = `4N, = [A,,, A a ~ l " ] 'V' : [1 J ~ l ~ '11 0IN, E U(~ t + pl~;l 
+ ""  + p j -~6- ,  + (~' - l)~j + I,~j + p~6 + . . .  + pj-~'~-~ + ~'j).  
= U(p~fq + ...  + 7f'i + l,p~F'l + .. .  + pj_~f'j_~ + (7 + 1)~/). 
Hence 
[N~ . . .  N,, ,]  ~ U( i ,v ,~  + . . .  + (~, + i )6 )  
which was to be shown. 
Case 2. Assume now that we have shown that for I ~< i <~ I - 1 
[N~ ... N,] ~ U( l ,p~6 +. . .  + pj~), 
for some 1 <~j<~h'- !. This implies that 6~ > r,. Hence by Lemma 3.1 
N,+, = [AN~ [lq], 
where q is such that /}q = [Be~l,.,,,),...,Be~l,.,,,l]. In fact it follows tha, 
r~ = ?/r,+l = r i÷l and/},! is the n x (?ol - rj) = n x/~j+l matrix/~j~-i. 'fh,. fact 
that ?j+~ -? j  = 6j+l for 1 <~j ~< h ' -  1 follows from Lemma 2.3. Partition 
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A = [A,_,, A ,  A,], 
where A~, is a n × pl~l + ' ' -+  (pj -- l)~j matrix and A.a is a n × Pj matrix. By 
assumption 
A,  ~ U(~j + p)~ +. . .  + Vj-~6-~ + (Pj - l)~j + l,~j + p~t +. . .  + V?j) 
and A ,j, is such that all rows are zero with the possible xception of some of the 
first ~j + Pl~l + . . .  + (pj - l)ri rows. Because of the special structure of A we 
have that 
AN, = [A,,, A ,  A,]N, = [A~, A ,  0]N, 
U(~; +/))6 + ' "  + (Oj - I)6 + I, ~; + p)6 +" .  + P;6) 
= U(p~'~ +. . .  + pj~'~ + 1, p~ +. . .  + p/~ + ?j). 
By assumption 
/~q E U(/:/+ pl~l + . . . .  Jr pjri + i,pl/:l +""  + Pi~i + ~/,l). 
Therefore 
[AN,,&] +.. .  + p/-, + +. . .  + p/ ,  + ,) N~+l _ _ =  
and hence 
[Ni N,. . . .  N,+)] E U(i,pl~') + "" + pit', + ~i,J), 
which completes this last part of the proof I'-1 
4. Input-normal canonical forms 
In this section we are going to introduce overlapping aoiaput-normal canon- 
ical forms for the state space systems in the various classes, where the a-input- 
normality is defined with respect o the relevant pair of Riccati or Lyapunov 
equations in each of the classes. 
These canonical forms are the building blocks for the construction of block- 
balanced forms in Section 5. However the canonical forms presented here are 
of interest in their own right as canonical forms for the various classes. They 
can be considered as a far-reaching eneralization of the Schwarz-like canon- 
ical form for stable single-input single-output systems (cf. [22,13]). For the class 
of stable systems (both single-input single-output and multivariable) the canoni- 
cal form has the property that the C and D matrices can be chosen almost in- 
dependently of the A and B with the only exception that the resulting system 
has to be observable. Therefore in optimization problems of a quadratic nature 
over the class of stable systems, C and D can be solved explicitly in terms of the 
solutions for A and B. For the class of SISO systems this has been exploited for 
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example in [! I]. These canonical forms are closely related to canonical forms 
for stable all-pass ystems and we will show how overlapping balanced canon- 
ical forms for multivariable stable all-pass ystems are obtained from the cons- 
tructions presented here. 
The existence and uniqueness properties of a-input-normal realizations are 
established in the usual way [21]. 
Lemma 4.1. Let a > 0 and let (A ,B ,C ,D)  E Lp,'m(sp,'',Bp,'m, pm). Then there 
exists an equivalent LQG-a-input-normai (Lyapunov-a-input-normaL bounded- 
real-a-input-normal, positive-real-a-input-normal) system (Ai ,BI ,  CI,D). All 
equivalent LQG-a-#~put-normal ( Lyapunov-a-input-normal, bounded-real-a-in- 
pug-normal, positive-real-a-#~put-normal) .wstems are given by (QAiQ*,QBI. 
C! Q*, D), Q unitary. 
In order to define a canonical form for the various classes of systems in 
terms of the respective input-normal canonical form we need to impose a fur- 
ther condition on input-normal systems. 
Definition 4.1. Let d = (dl . . . .  ,din) be a sequence of (n,m)-dynamical indices. 
Ip."{.~p."' p"  The set of all (A ,B ,C ,D)E  ..,, ,..,, ,BP, m, ) such that N(A B:d) is non- 
IP.m { ~P .m 17tP .m pm singular is denoted by "~,,:,t w,,:d, "-',,:,t, ",:a). 
in the following lemma some basic properties are collected of the sets 
LI,.,,, ¢1,.,,, ut,." and P" 
/ l :d ~ ° l l ; t i  ~ UlldI t l :d"  
Lemma 4.2. Let d = (dl, . . . .  d,,,) he a sequence of  (n,m)-@mtmical #utices. The 
Lp.,, lt,.,,,tcp.,,, Rp."' p,,, ~ Lr.,,,(St,.,,, m'.,,, p,/,). The union [.Jd,~,~,~,,:,,,~ :dsets  "',:d ~'-',:,l ~',.,I n:,l i dye open in 
/P  'm --- Lp.m ~l ld ,  is covering all ~r~'~#L~#~'~'~i ,Systems td" order n, i.e. Ude'/(n:,nJ'-',,:d -n  
.=pm 
= sl;"' = P;'.:", - . .  shnilarly, Uric,/i,,:,,,)~',,:a , U,t,,/i,,:,,,)",,:a "-', , 
Proof. Fix a sequence d of (n, m)-dynamical indices and consider det N(A, B, d). 
It is a polynomial, hence continuous, function of the entries of (A, B) and the 
non-singularity of N(A,B;d)  can be expressed as det N(A,B:d) ~ O. Therelbre 
Lj,.,,, c.p." nt'.',, and Ph"..'d are open subsets of ,,:d is an open subset of L~''. Similarly, ~',,:a,--,,:a 
S~'", B~'"' and P,~" respectively. 
Consider a system (A, B, C. D) E L~"' ( S',," , B~" , P,'~' ). Its Kronecker reachabil- 
ity indices form a nice selection. Let d be the corresponding sequence of dynam- 
ical indices. Then the matrix N(A,B:d) will be non-singular and therefore 
it,.,,,t~:p.,,, Rt,.,,, p,,, ~ This shows the covering property. I-1 (A, B, C, D) E "~,,:a w,,:a , '-',,:d, " ,,:a ," 
ll,.m l ~p.m I:IP ,m andP,,, For each class of systems '~,,:d w,,:d ,u,,:d, " ,,:d,, we now define an input- 
normal canonical form. 
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Definition 4.2. Let t7 > 0, let d = (dl,d2,...,d,,,) be a sequence of (n,m)- 
p,m [ ~p,m ,p,m m dynamical indices and let (A,B, C,D) E Ln: d w~;d ,B~:d~ P~:d)" Then the system is 
s~id to be in a-input-normal LQG (Lyapunov, bounded-real, positive-real) 
canonical form corresponding to the dynamical indices (dl , . . . ,  dm) if 
1. it is LQG o'-input-normal (Lyapunov a-input-normal, bounded-real o'-in- 
put-normal, positive-real ix-input-normal), and 
2. the square matrix N(A,B; d) is positive upper triangular. 
The set of all such systems is denoted by p,m ,p,,,, p m ¢r'lLn: d ( a'ISrn;d ,¢r'IB~i d, ¢r'll~n..,, ). 
That the term input-normal canonical form is justified is established in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let ¢r > O, let d = (dl,d2,... ,din) be a sequence of (n,m)-dynamical 
indices and let (A,B, C,D) E L~:~(S~I~,BPnI'~z,P~a). There exists a unique (Ao, Bo, 
p,m ,p,m p,i~ m • • Co, Do) E a-lL d(¢~-IS ,¢r-IB ,a-IP ) that ts equwalent o (A,B,C,D) The n; .. n;d.. 13;d n;d 
induced map F~;d(F~: d, F~;d, Fro:d) that maps the system (A,B, C,D) to the system 
(Ao, Bo, Co, Do) is a canonical form. 
In the real case the canonical form Fo:d(Fo:d,L s B ~P is F,:d, f0:d) real analytic and 
hence continuous. In the complex case the canonical form is real analytic 
and hence continuous in the real parameters that are obtained by taking real and 
imaginary parts of the quantities involved. 
, tp.m By Lemma 4.1 there exists an equivalent LQG Proof. Let (A B, C,D) ~ ~,,:d" 
t~-input-normal system (AI,BI,CI,DI). All other equivalent LQG a-input- 
normal systems are given by (QAIQ*,QBI, CiQ*,DI), where Q is unitary. The 
reachability matrices of these systems are given by Q[BI,AIBI,...,AT-IBI]. 
Since the matrix N(AI,BI;d) is a permutation of a square submatrix of 
R(A,B) which has full rank, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that there exists a 
unique unitary Q0 such that QoN(AI,Bi;d) is square positive upper 
triangular. Let (Ao,Bo, Co, Do):= (QoAIQ~,QoBI,CIQ~,Di). By the unique- 
ness of Q0 it follows that (Ao, Bo, Co,Do) is the unique system that is 
equivalent o (A,B, C,D) and is in "'P'' ~-lt,,,:d. This implies the result for the case 
of systems in L,PI~ '. The result for the other classes of systems follows 
analogously. 
We now need to consider the continuity and smoothness tatements. To do 
this consider the above two-step rocedure to obtain the canonical form, start- 
! p'm ing with a quadruple (A B, C, D) E ,~,,:,t. 
Let Z be the stabilizing solution of (L2). Then Z depends real-analytically 
on the entries of (A,B,C,D) (cf. [2,18]) and (((I/¢r)Z)-1/2A((I/~)Z) I/2, 
((I/~)Z)-I/"B, C((I/a)Z)I/2,D) is LQG or-input normal. Here Z I/2 is the posi- 
tive hermitian square root of the matrix Z. The entries of Z ~/'- are real analytic 
functions of the entries of Z. This can be seen as follows. 
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Consider an arbitrary positive definite matrix Z0. Let 20 be a real number 
larger than half the largest eigenvalue of Z0. Consider the Taylor series expan- 
sion z I/2 = 2 I/2 + ~,~=! ~(z - 2) 4, z E (0,22). It is well-known that this Taylor 
series has radius of convergence 2 and therefore converges on the given inter- 
val. From [5] (vol. I, Section V.4, Theorem 2), it now follows that the power 
series expansion 
OG 
Zi/2 -- 21/21 + EO~k(Z-  21) k 
k=l 
holds for any hermitian matrix Z which has as its largest eigenvalue a number 
smaller than 2)., and therefore, if we take 2 = 20, for all hermitian matrices in 
an open neighborhood of Z0. So the real analyticity of Z ~/2 follows. Since Z 
and therefore Z!/2 is invertible in an open neighborhood of Z0, we also have 
the real analyticity of Z -~/2. 
The second step consists in the calculation of Q0 from the matrix 
N =N(((I/~)Z)-I/2A((I/a)Z)i/2;((I/a)Z)-1/2B;d) such that QoN is square 
positive upper triangular. In fact, as can be shown easily by induction on the 
number of columns, Q~ is obtained from N by Gram-Schmidt orthonormaliza- 
tion of the columns l, 2, . . . ,  n of N. The Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization 
procedure only involves multiplication, addition, substraction, division, taking 
square roots of strictly positive quantities and matrix inversion, all of which are 
real analytic operations. The mapping Q~ ~ Q0 is also real analytic in terms of 
the real and imaginary parts of the entries of Q[. Therefore the canonical form 
is real analytic. El 
We now formulate some properties of systems in a-input-normal canonical 
form which will be used in the sequel to derive a parametrization. 
Lemma 4.4. Let o > O, let d = (dl,.. .  ,tim) be a sequence of (n,m)-dynamical 
indices. Let (A,B,C,D) E tr.iLPn,~ (a.lS~;d,,P,m a.]Bn;d,P,m a.Ip~n.,a)" Then the statements 
(1) and (2) below hold simultaneously. 
1. M(A,B;d) is a simple positive upper triangular matrix, i.e. B and A have the 
following structure: 
B-matrix: B is such that 
/~ := [Be~(i),... ,Ben(m)]--[/~I,B2, . . . .  Bh], 
with Bj an n x 6j matrix of the form: 
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"b l l  * """ * * 
0 /~22 * " ' "  * 
0 0 ". ". . 
°•  * 
0 0 . - .  0 /~,.~, 
0 0 . . .  0 0 
• • o • 
.0  0 . . .  0 0 
with/~,i > 0, i = 1 , . . .  , r l ,  
br! I + I-~i:~li I+ . . . . .  I~1 IPl i,rt i ~1 
* * IO•  
, I •  
* Of "  
e I 
• •q, 
l 
0 0 . 
0 0 . . .  
0 0 . . .  
0 0 . . .  
O00 * 
0 0 
Q • 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
with [~e, ~+" , , r ,+z+, ,  ~", ~.6 ,~i > 0 . for  i=  I ,  . . . .  6 i, fo r  j=  I. . . . .  h. 
m > s~ = ~h' then Bh is an n x 6h matrix without special structure. 
A-matrix:  
A = [A , , . . . ,A , , , ] ,  
with A s an n x (psfj) matrix j = ! , . . . ,  h'. For j = I , . . . ,  h' - 1, As is of theJbrm 
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Aj  -- 
• , , 
Qtz,,+plFl+ ..... ~-0i it:t i+l ,pl l : l -~ . . . .  e l~ / l i 't i+1 :~ . . . . . .  
, 
0 0 ". . 
0 0 • •. 0 a~,~,,~, + .+p~..~,~_...+~,?~ 
0 0 . . .  0 0 
0 0 . . .  0 0 
where a¢,.p~¢~.+,,, , ., ,.i.,,,,:~ ~_ +,,, ,,=, ,+i > Of  or i = ! , . . .  ,pjFj. 
I f  m > sl = ~'h ~ then Ah, can be part i t ioned as 
= 
tA  q 
where A~I, is an n × sl = n × i~,, matr ix  without any special structure and A~,, is an 
n × (Pl,, - ! )Fh, matr ix  which is empty  (['Ph, = 1 and otherwise o f  the jo rm 
A~,= 
a~h~4P l t :  I+ . . .+ph t I rhl  I + l 'p l r l  + ' ' '+ph r I rh  I -  I ~ | 
0 
0 
0 0 • " • 0 an.n_ie 
with a~e~f,~_~+~,h,j~j,, j-~l.~,~,:l+ .+~,,,, ~,:e ~+1 > 0 . . . .  ,fi',.',-'=h, ~ > O. 
I f  m = sl = ~'h', then Ah, is an n x ph,~'h, mat r ix  that can be part i t ioned as 
At,, = (A~,,A~I,) with A~I, an unstructured n x m matr ix  and A~, an n x (Ph' - l )m 
matr ix  which is empty  i f  Ph, = 1 and otherwise is o f  the fo rm 
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At ,= 
am+p1 ~t + ' "+Ph ' -  t ~a' - i + ! ,Pi Pt + ' "+P~-  t Ph'- ! + 1 
0 
0 
0 
* •••  • ,•  * 
, . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  , 
O •• m • 
• •• •• * 
0 " "" 0 an,n-m 
with am+pt~t+...+ph, l~ l+i,pi~l+...+ph, l~h, l+i > O, for i = 1,..., (Ph,- l )m. 
The entries in the matrices that are denoted by • are unique but not further 
specified. 
2. A satisfies the following equations. 
pm (a) In the ¢7-1Ln':d-case: 
A + A* = BR[ID*C + C*DR~IB * + aC*S[IC - IBR~IB*, 
G 
where RL and SL are as in (L3). 
(b) In the pm . ~-IS~I ~-case: 
A + A" = - IBB*.  
¢7 
(C) In the a-IB~':~-case: 
A + A* = -BR~ID'C - C*DR~IB * - oC*SB-tC _ _1BR~IB, ' 
where RB and Sa are as in (B3). 
(d) In the ~-IP~.d-case: 
d + A* = BR~tC + C*Ri, IB * - ~C*R~,tC- IBR~IB*, 
¢7 
where  Rp as  in (P3). 
Proof. This follows directly from Definition 4.2 and Theorem 3.1. r-I 
We now come to consider parametrization issues• The main problem to be 
solved is to combine the simple positive upper triangular structure of M(A, B; d) 
with the requirement that A solves the equation that determines input-normal- 
ity for the particular class of systems which is being considered• 
In fact the input-normality equations presented in Lemma 4.4 for the various 
classes of systems how a remarkable similarity• We will exploit this similarity 
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in the construction of parametrizations for these classes. This can in fact be 
done by introducing the unique decomposition of A into a skew-hermitian ma- 
trix .4 and an upper triangular matrix V with real entries on the main diagonal. 
The reason why this works is that the requirement that M(A,B;d)  is simple 
positive upper triangular puts no restrictions on the upper triangular part of 
A, only on the strictly lower triangular part of A. 
Let d =(d i , . . . ,  din) be a sequence of (n,m)-dynamieal indices. Let Skew~,,i ~'
be the set ofall (.4,B,C,D) E W '×" x W '×mx •P×" x K p×m such that N(A,B;d) 
is positive upper triangular and ,~ is skew-hermitian. Note that all systems in 
Skew,P,i~ ' are reachable but not necessarily observable. All systems in Skew~Z ~'
are parametrized in an obvious way which is analogous to the matrix structures 
obtained in Lemma 4.4. Therelbre in the real case Skew~i~' can be identified 
with R~ X~ "(m-I)+p(n+m) and in the complex case with !~+ x (il~)'x 
C n(m-I)+p(n+m), where R+ := {x E R Ix > 0}. For reasons of notational conve- 
nience we are going to consider the various classes of systems to be paramet- 
rized by elements in Skew,;i~'. But as just mentioned such a parametrization 
can be translated in a straightforward way to a parametrization by vectors 
in a Euclidean space. 
We also introduce some notation to denote the allowable classes of feed- 
through terms. Let A be the set of all p x m matrices with entries in I~; let 
Ab be the subset of all D E A, such that I - D*D > 0 and let Zip be the set of 
all m x m matrices D, such that D + D* > 0. 
In order to obtain parametrizations for the different classes of systems we 
need to consider these classes separately. G~ ~en a system 
(,,1, B, C, D) ~ Skew,P':~  we need to construct an upper triangular matrix V whose 
diagonal entries are real to give the finally parametrized matrix A := A + V. Let 
a>O.  
• pm ' S , - , /  WPm 1 In the L,,' -ca e for (A', B, C, D) ~ bKe ,,i,~, r" is the unique upper triangular 
matrix with real diagonal entries such that 
V + V" = BR[ID*C + C*DRiIB * + trC*SilC - IBR[ IB ' ,  (i) 
where RL, SL are as in (L3). Let "-'~,dt be the subset of systems 
,r~ / p n! (A,B, C,O) E atew,,':d, such that (A,B, C,D) "= (,4 + V,B, C,D) is observable. 
p,m Denote by O,,,u " the set of all such systems (A B, C, D) and by q~,.d.~ the para- 
metrization map: 
- p,m [" lP 'm C Ip .m.  
(1) a,d.L " O a.d,L ~ V a,d.L - -  " n 
(A-, B, C,D) ~ (A,B, C,D) := (,4 + V,B, C,O). 
(2) 
• - , ,  p m 2. In the S~'."-case for (,i, B, C, D) ~ ~Kew,,i, i V is the unique upper triangular 
matrix with real diagonal entries such that 
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V+V*  =- l -eB* .  (3) 
a 
p,m Let 6),,d, s be the subset of systems (.4,B,C,D) ESkew,~I:' ~ such that 
(A,B, C,D) = (A + V,B, C,D) is observable. Denote by 6t~:,~'s the set of all such 
systems (A,B, C,D) and by ¢,,d,S the parametrization map: 
C a,d,S " ..i a,d,S "-'+ ~n:dmS ~ Sit ,p,m., 
(,,l,S, C,D) ~ (A,B, C,D) := (2 + V,B, C,D). 
3. In the B,P,'-case for (,,I,B, C,D) E Skew,~i:~', with D e At,, V is the unique 
upper triangular matrix with real diagonal entries such that 
V + V* = -BR[jlD*C - C*DRslB * - aC*S~lC -1BRs 'B* ,  (4) 
a 
~ pm 
where Rs, Ss are as in (B3). Let O~id, B be the subset of systems 
~.- -  p m (.4, B, C, D) E ~gew.i d such that D E At,, (A, B, C, D) = (.,1 + V, B, C, D) is ob- 
servable and such that al is the stabilizing solution of the bounded-real Riccati 
equation, i.e. such that ,4 + (BD + aC*)Si~C is stable. Denote by Iv'" the set 
v a.d.B 
of all such systems (A, B, C, D) and by 4~,,,d.S the parametrization map: 
~a.d,B 
(2,B, 
4. In the 
the unique 
~ p,m 1,~)p, m RP.m. 
" Oa,d,B-- ~ V a,d.B C 
C,D) ~ (A,B, C,D) := (,4 + V,B, C,O). 
r ,  ~ p I t !  P,~"-case for (,4, B, C, D) E :~Kew,,':, t . with p = m and with D E At,, V is 
upper triangular matrix with real diagonal entries such that 
V + V* = BRpIC + C*R~IB" - aC'Rt;*C _ _1BRi;JB, (5) 
a 
cs l  w in ,  ~11 where Rp as in (P3). Let &'.d.p be the subset of systems (A, B, C, D) ~ ~ge ,.'d 
such that D ~ At,, (A,B, C,D) = (A + V,B, C,D) is observable and such that a/ 
is the stabilizing solution of the positive-real Riccati equation, i.e. such that 
A - (B - aC*)R~ IC is stable. Denote by tam the set of all such systems "" a.d,P 
(A,B,C,D) and by ¢/~,,d.P the parametrization map: 
"" m I~| p i l l  
~k,.,cP" O~.d.p --' O~.d.p C • - t l  ~ 
(,4, B, C,D) ~-~ (A,B, C,D) := (.4 + V,B, C.D). 
Note that in each of the above presented cases .4 does not appear in the 
right-hand side of the equations that specify V and that V depends only on 
the parameters in B, C, D. 
tap.m C The fact that the inclusions "-" ..,cLtar'"" c_ L,,'"'", "-" ..d,stat'" C_ SIt;'"', "-" ..,t.B - 
Bt,,,,, and tam C P/i' hold, so that minimality holds is actually shown in Lem- n ' Va.d,P 
ma 4.5, together with a number of other properties. In fact we map into the 
a-input normal forms of each of these classes. 
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Lemma 4.5. 1. Let tr > O. Let d = (dl . . . . .  d,,) he a sequence ol'(n.m)-dynamh'al 
, • ~p.m Then indices and let (A B, C,D) he hi "-" ~.d.t~" 
(a) N (A, B: d)is positive upper trianguhn" and the .~vstem is reachable, 
(b) Z = trl is a solution o f  the algebraic Riccati equation 
ALZ + ZA* L - ZC*S['CZ + BRitB * = O, 
where AL, RL and SL as ht (L3), 
(c) A - (BD* + ZC*)Si~C is stable, 
• • p tn (d) (A,B,C,D)  6 a-tL,,id. 
. , IZlP'm Then 2. Let tr > 0 and let (A B, C,D) be hi v,.d. s. 
(a) N(A,B;d)  is positive upper triangular and the systent is reachable, 
(b) Z = trI is a sohttion to the L l'apunov equation 
AZ + ZA" = -BB*. 
(c) A is stabk'. 
(d) (A, B, C, D) E a-IS~:ff. 
,~l,.m rhel l  3. Let tr > 0 am/h't (A,B, C,D) be in ~,rJ~.,m. 
(a) N(A,B;d)  is positive upper triangular and the system is reachable, 
(b) Z = trl is a sohttion oJ'the hotmded real algebraic Riccati equathm 
At~Z + ZA" B + ZC'SB~CZ + BR~B * = O, 
where AB. Rn and SB are as in (B3), 
(c) A, A R ami A H + trC" 5'i~ I C are stabh'. 
rnp  m (d) (A,B,C,D)  6 a-ttJ,/d. 
4. Let a > 0 and let (A. B. C, D) he in ta,,, Then 
" a .d .P"  
(a) N(A,B:d)  is positive upper trhmguktr and the system is reachahh'. 
(b) Z = ~rl is a sohttion o./'the positire real algebraic Riccati equation 
At,Z + ZA*t, + ZC*R/;~CZ + BRi,~B" = O. 
where At,. Rt, are as #1 (P3), 
(c) A,A t, and At, + aC*Rt, IC are stable. 
(d) (A, B, C, D) E a-IP,';: d. 
~p.m { ~p.m {~-)p,m {~)m Proof. l(a), 2(a), 3(a). 4(a): Let (A.B.C.D) E ,.d.t ~'-'~.d.s, ",.d.8, "-',~.d.P) and let 
,,t be skew-hermitian and V upper triangular with real diagonal entries such 
that A = ,4 + V. By assumption M(,4, B: d) is simph, positive upper trkmguko'. 
S#we V is upper triangular with real diagonal entries we have that M(A, B: d) is 
also simple positive upper triangular and hence by Theorem 3.1 N(A,B:d) is 
positive upper triangular and therefore non-singular. This shows that the 
system (A, B, C, D) is reachable. 
I(b), (2)(b), (3)(b), (4)(b)is true by construction. 
I(c): As just noted in l(b), Z = o'1 solves the equation 
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ALZ 4- ZA*t. - ZC*SLICZ -b BR-LIB * = O. 
This equation can be rewritten as 
o = (A,. - ZC 'S i 'C )Z  + Z(A,. - ZC 'S i 'C )*  
+ (ZC*S~ I/2, BR-~ !/2) (ZC*S~. I/2, BR-~l/2) *. 
By a standard Lemma on the Lyapunov equation (see, e.g., [29]), since Z is 
positive definite, (AL - ZC*Si iC) is stable if and only if the system 
((A,. - zc ' s i ' c ) ( zc*s / - ' ,  BR~')) 
is reachable. Assume that this system is not reachable, then there exists a vector 
x # 0 such that for some scalar 2 
x*(A, - zc ' s i ' c )  = ;.~', x ' (ZC 'S i ' ,  aR~' )  = O. 
Hence x*ZC*S[ ! = O, x*BR-[ ~ = 0 and hence x*B = O. Therefore 
;.x* = x*(At - ZC*S[IC) -- x 'At = x'A, 
which implies that (A,B) is not reachable, which is a contradiction. Hence 
I(c). 
2(c): This statement follows immediately from the well-known result on the 
Lyapunov equation that A is stable if and only if (A, B) is reachable. 
3(c): Note that the bounded real equation can be rewritten as 
0 = AZ + ZA" + BB* + (ZC* + BD*)S~'(ZC" + BD')" 
- -  + (,, 
Since Z is positive definite, A is stable if (A, (B, (ZC" + BD')S~ ,/2)) is reach- 
able, which is the case since (A, B) is reachable. That Atj is stable follows from 
the analogous argument applied to the equation 
AnZ + ZA" n + ZC*S~ICZ + BR~lB * = O. 
The stability of An + aC*S~lC follows directly from the definition of tap.,,, 
V a ,d ,B"  
4(c): These statements follow analogously to the statements in 3(c). 
l(d), 2(d), 3(d), 4(d): In each of the four cases, by construction the system is 
observable and hence minimal, using the results in parts (a). Therefore the sys- 
tem is indeed of order n. Furthermore N(A, B; d) is non-singular. In case 2(d) it 
follows directly from 2(c) that the system is stable, in case 3(d) it follows from 
the existence of a positive definite stabilizing solution of the bounded-real Ric- 
cati equation, that the system is bounded-real (see, e.g., [31]). Analogously in 
case 4(d) it follows that the system is positive real. 
From parts (b) it follows in cases l(d), 2(d), 3(d), 4(d) respectively that the 
system is LQG a-input-normal, Lyapunov a-input-normal, bounded-real -in- 
put-normal, positive-real a-input-normal, respectively. Finally from (a) 
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we have that N(A,B;d) is in fact positive upper triangular, so in case l(d), 2(d), 
3(d), 4(d), the system is in a-input-normal LQG (Lyapunov, bounded-real, 
positive real) canonical form, i.e. 
(A, B, C, D) e a-IL~i a (a-ISP,;a ',a-IBP,17, a-lU,':~'). 0 
We can now conclude that we have constructed a well-defined parametriza- 
tion of the a-input-normal canonical forms: 
Corollary 4.1. The following equaBties of sets hold: 
{~a.m _ , ,p.m ~a]m ISP, "m 6Y~:" ,op.m ~p.,, lt~,,..m 
,d.L = ° ' l l~n:d  ~ d,S "-" a -  d " l:d ~ d.B --- a ' l l J n :d  ' V a.d, P --- a -  
ProoL From Lemma 4.4 it follows in a straightforward manner that if 
p,m p ,m - I oP ,m m (A,B, C,D) E a-IL.: z (a-IS~,:a, o-re,: a , a-IP~,:d) then one can construct an upper 
triangular matrix V with real diagonal entries as described in (Eq. (I), Eq. (3), 
Eq. (4), Eq. (5)) such that A - V is skew-hermitian. From the structure of 
~ p .m 
M(A,B;d) the structure o f ,4= A - V follows, and clearly (A,B, C,D) E O,,a. L 
~ ,m ~ ,m ~ .m IfflP.m [14~P ,'n t ,~P.m ~a]d ' .P ) "  Using ((9~,a,s, (gP~.d,n, (9~,a.e) and (A,B, C,D) e "-',,aj,'--,.,,.s, "--,.a.z~, 
Lemma 4.5 the equalities follow. I-q 
~ p.m ,~)p .m ~ p,m - p.m . 
Lemma 4.6 shows that the parameter sets @~,.a.t('-'o,a.s, Oo.a.n, @~,.a.P) are rel- 
atively open subsets in the set Skew~,ia'. Therefore the corresponding parameter 
vectors lie in an open subset of Euclidean space. This will be of importance to 
show that one can obtain an atlas for the various manifolds of systems using 
these parameter sets. 
Lemma 4.6. Let a > 0 and let d = (dl . . . .  , din) be a sequence o.1" (n. m)-dynamh'al 
~_ p ,m . : tJ,m ~.ll~,m : m 
indices. The parameter set oo,ax (~.a. s, ,l ~.a.B, o~.a.P) is a relatively open subset 
of the set Skew~,i~' (with p = rain the positive-real case). For the boumted-reai nd 
..- t,.,, refers to those systems positive-real case we assume that the set ~Kew,,:a 
(A,B.C,D) in Skew,Pi~ with D E Ah, D E Ap respectively. 
Proof. The parametrization maps dp o d L, ~gd.s, dP,.d.B and ~ba.d.  P were  defined 
" ,m ~ ,m - ,#! " " t~ l  p i l l  
on the subsets ~.a,L, (9~,a.s, (9~.a.s and O,.,cP of ~Kew,,ia. Using the same 
constructions these maps can be considered to be defined on the whole set 
Skew~ia ---, K "×" x l~"×m X W'""  x K t'~', 
(A,B, C,D) ~ (,4 + V,B, C,D). 
Clearly these extensions are continuous maps. 
Let ¢ 
I~ "x" X I}{ "xm 
denote the open subset of observable quadruples in 
~ p m 
× ~P×"× K p×". Because O~id.~ is the pre-image of (/ under the 
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extension of the mapping dA,,d,t, it is relatively open in SkewP':] '. Similarly, be- 
cause ,..o.d.S is the pre-image of (( under the extension of the mapping dA,.d.S, 
it is relatively open in SkewPl,] '. For the proof for the bounded real class one 
can use the fact that the mapping 
s: (A,B, C,D) ~ max{Re(2) 1 2 e spec(A + (BD + aC*)S~'C) }, 
~ ,m 
is continuous and the pre-image 9°B := s -! (] - ~ ,  0D is open. Because (9~,,d,q is
the pre-image of the intersection ~a N C under the extension of the mapping 
ck~,d,e, this set is relatively open in Skew,Pld . That &.id.P is relatively open in 
S- -  p m Kew,,id is shown similarly. Vl 
lP.m [ ~p.m l~P,m Consider the set "',,.d W,,:d, ",,:d, P/,':'d)" In the following Theorem a number of 
maps are shown to be real analytic. If the underlying field is ~ = C then we 
identify (2 with R 2 and interpret real analyticity in this way. 
Theorem 4.1. Let a > O. 
1. The collection 
' ".:d "Ik,,:dld ~ ~(n; m) 
forms an overlapping set of(real anab, tie) canonical forms covering L". '~. Similarly 
{r~:,, 
{F~:,i 
"1 
• ~ o-~a;,.,~ I d ~ ~(." m) '-'n:d j 
Rp,m . rq~ m "[ • - ,  a--~,,i,i I d ~ ~(n:m) 
Un:d  J 
. ~,"' " r/(,: ,n) ~. 
J 
- p .n l  r~ l~. l l l  
t~a.d.L" Oa.d.L "*  6-1Ln:d, 
-_ p.m •np nl 
4~..d R" O..d ~ -~ o-nj,; d, 
are real anah'tic d(ffeomorphisnls.lbr all d E ~(n:m). 
3. Let 
^ • " " "  I , . ' "  / 4~o.~., (0 )  I 
denote the mapping.fi'om the parameter space #tto the set f l f  eq~valence classes 
of state space systems. In an obvious notation, let qb¢.d, s, dP,.d. ~, ~)a,d,e denote the 
~ p,n l  xr ,  p .n l  
¢~..d.S" O..,i.S --* a-la;,:d. 
" I l l  • h i l l  
(])o,d,p" Oa,d,p ~ 6"lGa:d 
FP:d 
respectirely, fm?n an overlapping set of(real analytic) canonical forms covering 
S[;'"', B~'', P,'~' respectiveb,. 
2. The mappings 
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~l,.m / Rl'.m / pm / analogous mappingsjbr the sl:aces '-',,:d / "~' "-',,:,t / " ,  ",,:d~ "~" respectirelr. The col- 
lection 
^- I  . i P .m ~p.m 
~,.a., "~,,:a /~  ~ 61o.d.L l d ~ ~(n: m) 
forms a real analytic atlas of  the set of  input-output systems LP,,"t'/ .~ 
The collection 
~a.d.S 
forms a real 
forms a real 
^- I  
~a.d P 
forms a real 
• ~p,m/ ~_p.m } 
"~:d / ~ ~ O~.d.S J d E ~(n: m) 
analytic atlas of  S~'"'/~; 
• i:lP.m / ~ p.m } • -',,:d / "" --~ 61,.,CB I d E ~ (n: m) 
analytic atlas orBs'm~ ",.attd 
z : ; , /~-  I d i 
analytic atlas of  P,'~'/ ~; 
iP.m Proof. (1): This follows directly from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. Because the sets "~,,.d 
~p.m Rp.m pm respectively ~',,:a, °,:d, ",,:d are open we have an orerhtpp#lg set of (real analytic) 
canonical forms• 
(2): From Corollary 4.1 we know that the range space of the mapping ~b,.,c t,
p.m - lepta • np.m -- r nm (~a.d.S' ~tt.d,B, ~a.d.P) is equal to a-IL,,:d, (tr-la;,~ii, tr-lt~,,:d, a-~r,,.d). The mappings 
~a.d.L' ~a.d.S, ~a.d.B. ~a.d.P as well as the corresponding inverse mappings are in 
fact rational mappings in several real variables which are by construction with- 
out singularities and are therefore real analytic and by construction they are 
bijective. Therefore the mappings are real analytic d!ffeomorphisms. 
(3): From (1)and (2)it follows that the mappings ~b,,.,cL (tk~.,cs, 4~.,c~. t~.d.p) 
are bijections. To verify that we have a real analytic atlas it remains to check 
that coordinate changes are real analytic. 
Let d, d E ~(n;m) ,d  ~ d, denote two distinct sequences of (n, m)-dynamical 
{L p'm (L p'm ~)  indices and let V denote the intersection V = ~ , , :d/"~)n. ,,:~/ 
^--! 
and W "= ~P,.d.L (V). Then q~.d.~ (W) = a-tt.,,:d'" P'' n '~,,:dtP'"', which is a relatively open 
p.m set in a-lL,,:d. Therefore, using (2) it follows that W is relatively open in oP" a.d.L " 
Consider the following composition of mappings ~-~ -~ o.,.L o I W = 
ocka.d.LJW. It follows from (2) that this coordinate change is a real analytic 
map. As d and d were arbitrary elements from fy(n: m), it follows that the col- 
~-  1 . p.m ~ p m 
lection of mappings { ~.d.t L,,:d/ ~ ~ 61'~id.t. J d E ~(n: m)} forms a real ana- 
p.m lytic atlas for the set of input-outp,t systems L,, / ... The proof for the 
other classes of systems is analogous, i--1 
The class of systems with only one singular value, a, say, forms precisely the 
class of systems for which the a-input-normal canonical forms are balanced• 
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They will be characterized in Lemma 4.7. Note that the bounded-real singular 
values and the positive real singular values are known to be smaller than one 
(cf., e.g., [24]). 
Lemma 4.7. Let a > O. Let d = (d l ,~ , . . .  ,din) be a sequence of (n,m)-dyna- 
mical indices and let (,4, B, C, D) ~ Skew~';~. 
I. The matrix C is such that 
C*S~IC = BR~lB *, 
where RL, SL as in (L3) , / f  and only if the system 
(A,B, C,D) := (,~ + V,B, C,O) 
with V the upper triangular matrix with real diagonal entries such that 
V + V* = BR-[ i D* C + C* DR-i t B* + trC* S i R C _ _1 BR_il B*, 
t7 
where RL, SL are as in(L3) is in OP, I~.L and is LQG-balanced with LQG-gramian 
ZL =aL 
2. The matrix C is such that 
C*C = BB*, 
if and oidy ~]' the system 
(A,B,C,D) "= (,4+ V,B,C,D) 
with V the unique upper triangular matrix with real diagonal entries such that 
! 
V+V*=- -BB*  
t7 
tat,.,,, and is Lyapunov-balanced with Lyapunov-gramian Zs = trl. is in "-" ,.d.s 
3. Let 0 < a < 1 and D E Ah. Then the matrix C is such that 
C*S~I C = BR~i B *, 
where Rs, St~ as #1 (B3), i['and only if the system 
(A,B, C,D) "= (,4 + V,B, C,O) 
with V the unique upper triangular matrix with real diagonal entries such that 
V + V* = -BR[~ID*C - C*DR~tB * - trC*S~tC - IBR~tB*,  
O" 
~ap." and is bounded-real-balanced with bounded where R~, St~ are as #~ (B3) is in "-" ,.d B 
real-gramian Z~ = aL 
4. Let 0 < tr < 1 and D E Ap. Then C is such that 
C*RpIC = BRpIB *, 
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where Re is as in (P3), tf and only i f  the system 
(A,B, C,D) := (,4 + V,B, C,D) 
with V the unique upper triangular matrix with real diagonal entries such that 
V + V* = BRp I C + C'R;, ' B* - aC*R;, ! C - 1 BRp! B*, 
t~ 
where Re as in (P3), is in O,~a.p and is positive-real-balanced with positive-reai- 
gramian F,p = trl. 
Proof. The 'if-part follows in all four cases straightforwardly from the 
balancedness with scalar gramians: substituting Y = Z = al in (Sl), ($2) one 
immediately obtains the equality C*C = BB*. A similar argument holds for the 
other cases; in the bounded real case and the positive real case one has to use 
0 < a < 1. The 'only if' part can be shown as follows. 
(1): By construction the system (A, B, C, D) is reachable and al  is a solution 
to the Riccati equation (L2). Since by assumption C*SLIC = BR[~B*,al also 
solves the dual equation (L l). If we show that the system is also observable, 
it follows that the system is a minimal system in LQG-balanced form and 
therefore it follows easily Oust as in [24]) that Y,Z are the stabilizing solutions 
p.m of the Riccati equations (LI), (L2) and that the system is in O~.d. L. In fact to 
show observability-we will use stability of the matrix AL - trC*S[IC (which im- 
plies directly that Z = a / i s  the stabilizing solution of (L2)). The proof of the 
stability of this matrix is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.5, part 
1 and is left to the reader. With Z = al the algebraic Riccati equation can also 
be rewritten as 
o = (At - zc ' s i ' c )z  + z(A, - c 's i ' c ) "  + zc*s i ' cz  + m~L'B*, 
SO 
o = (A, - zc*s i ' c )z  + z(A, - c ' s i ' c ) *  + zc*s i ' cz  + c*s i ' c .  
Assume that (A, B, C, D) is not observable. Then there exists x E C" and 2 E C 
such that 
Cx = O, Ax = ~.  
Therefore also ~ = Ax = (A - BRLID*C)x = ALX. Multiplying the above Ric- 
cati equation on the left by x* and on the right by x we obtain that 
0 = x*((A,. - ZC*S i 'C)Z  + Z(AL - C*Si'C)* + ZC*Si 'CZ + C*Si 'C)x.  
= ~(~*x + ~x*x) 
= 2aRe(2)x*x. 
Since x # 0, tr # 0 we have that Re(2) = 0. Note that 
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(At - aC*StIC)x = ~.r 
which is a contradiction to At -aC*St~C being stable. Hence the system 
(A, B, C, D) is observable. 
(2)-(4): This follows by arguments analogous to those in (1). I--1 
Remark [Stable all-pass systems]. A square stable system is called stable all-pass 
if the corresponding transfer matrix has the property G(iw)*G(iw) = I for all 
w E R. A well-known theorem, which can be found, e.g., in [6,7], states that if 
p = m, a Lyapunov balanced triple (A,B, C) has identical singular values a = 1 
if and only if there exists a matrix D such that (A,B, C,D) represents a stable 
all-pass ystem. In such a case D is unitary, i.e. D* = D -I, and C = -DB*. Let 
d = (dl . .  ., din) be a sequence of (n, n0-dynamical indices. Let O"'n.d.A be the set 
Sk-w"'"' such that of all (A ~, C, D) E e ,,:,t 
• D E W "×'' is unitary. 
• C =-DB*  
Let O,",',t.,~ be the set of all 
(A,B, C,D) = (A + V,B, C,D), 
where (,~, B, C, D) ~ (91',',. • and V is the unique upper triangular matrix with 
real diagonal entries such that 
V+ V '=-BB ' .  
Note that by Lemma 4.7 each system (A,B, C,D) E O',','.,c.. t is stable and mini- 
mal, i.e. is in S~I'" and is all-pass. We have therefore constructed a Lyapunov 
balanced canonical form and parametrization f all-pass systems with dynam- 
ical indices d. Because of the simple geometric structure of ~91',',c,,. this set is in 
fact of the form R"~ x (iR)" x C "~''-ml × U(m) in the complex case, where U(m) 
denotes the group of m x m unitary matrices. In the real case (9',','.d.. , is of the 
form [~"+ × [~"c'-I' x O(m), where O(m) denotes the group of orthogonal 
m x In matrices. Note that despite the simple structure, no loss of minimality 
nor loss of stability occurs within ~9,",'t..4 and all systems parametrized in this 
way are Lyapunov balanced stable all-pass ystems. By considering all possible 
dynamical indices an overlapping canonical form and an atlas can be obtained 
for the manifold of m x m all-pass systems of McMillan degree n, where the 
charts can be obtained in a straightforward way from the sets (9',','.a., ,, 
d E ~(n: m). using any atlas for the unitary or orthogonal group, respectively. 
5. Block-balanced input-norma~ canonical forms 
In the previous section a-input-normal forms were constructed for the 
various classes of systems. From Lemma 4.7 it follows that in case the system 
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has all its singular values coinciding the o.-input normal canonical forms are 
balanced, up to a scalar scaling transformation of the state vector. In fact in 
that case Z=o. l  and Y = (o.~/o.)l, while o-i = o-2 =. . .  = o.,,. Furthermore the 
o.-input-normal forms are continuous on an open set around such a point. This 
is not true in general for balanced canonical forms. In optimization tasks such 
as occuring in system identification and model reduction procedures, we there- 
fore propose to use the o.-input normal forms in case all singular values are 
close together. If the singular values are further apart one may again use the 
balanced canonical form. However if only a number of singular values are clus- 
tered, then the idea is to use the corresponding o.-input normal form for the 
subsystem in which these singular values are clustered. In this section we are 
going to develop this idea of overlapping block-balanced canonical forms. 
An envisaged application for these overlapping block-balanced canonical 
forms that we will construct in this section is that in optimization tasks one 
can use the balanced canonical form until a number of singular values start 
to cluster, then one can switch to the appropriate block-balanced canonical 
form. The construction of the block-balanced forms is such that they are in fact 
balanced (up to a trivial scalar transformation) if the clustering singular values 
actually coincide. 
The block-balanced input-normal canonical forms that we are going to 
study in this section can in general not be defined for the full classes of systems 
that were studied above. We therefore need to define the subclasses of systems 
for which these block forms can be introduced. Let n~, n.~,..., nk be positive in- 
tegers uch that ~;k: I ni = n. 
In order to define the subclasses we need to put conditions on the singular 
values of the systems in such a subclass. It is well-known that the LQG-singular 
values (resp. Lyapunov singular values, bounded-real singular values, positive- 
real singular values) are system invariants. Therefore we can characterize sys- 
tems using their singular values whether they are balanced or not. The subclas- 
ses will be defined b'; a partitioning property of the singular values, namely that 
the singular values can be partitioned into k subsets which can be ordered with 
respect o the value of their elements, because comparing any two sets, the 
smallest element in one of the sets is larger then the largest element in the other 
set. The precise definition is as follows. The set L p'" of systems is defined as 
n I ,n2  . . . . .  I I~ 
the set of all systems in fp.m for which the n positive LQG-singular values atisfy 
~" n ' 
the strict inequalities 
o-v-,,2_.,, > o.(v-,,Z.,, ,/~,' j = 1 .. . .  , k -  1, (6) 
as well as the usual ordering o.! >/o.2 >>.... >>- o.,,. The sets S p'' B p'' i l i  , t l  2 . . . . .  I l  k . t l  I 312 . . . . .  I1~.. 
P" are defined similarly, however with the 17"1, . . . .  o-n being respectively 
n I .t12 . . . . .  tl~ 
Lyapunov singular values, bounded real singular values, positive real singular 
values. A system (A,B, C,D)  is called partitioned according to hi,n2, ..,n~ if 
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A = (A(i, j)) i  ~,,i<~k. with A(i , j )  E K ''×'j, 1 <<. i , j  <~ k; B = (B(i)) ! <~,<.k, with 
B(i) E K "'×m, 1 <~i<~k; C = (C(j'))~<~j<~,C(j') E K p×'j, 1 <.j <. k. 
We will now introduce the definition of block-balanced forms and block- 
balanced input-normal forms. In order to do that in a concise notation, we will 
extend the notion of inequality of numbers to spectra as follows: If V, W are 
hermitian matrices, not necessarily of the same size, and if spec(V), spec(IV) de- 
note the (real) spectra of these matrices, then we write spec(I'3 >- spec(W) to 
denote that each element of spec(V) is larger than each element of spec(W). 
This can be extended of course to any pair subsets of R. It can also be extended 
to real numbers by identifying a real number with the atomic set containing 
that number. 
Definition 5.1. Let k E { 1,... ,n} and let n l , . . .  ,nk be such that ~-~;k : l ni = n. A 
(,~p,n p.m pm ) is said to be in system (A,B,C,D) E ~'l,m: . . . . .  nk x -n l ,n2  .... ,nk, en l ,n , .  ..... nk, ni,n,. ..... nk 
block balanced form with respect to hi,n2,... ,nk, if the stabilizing solutions Y 
and Z to the Riccati equations (LI) and (L2) (resp. (SI) and ($2), (BI) and (B2), 
(PI) and (P2)) are equal and block diagonal Y = Z = diag(Yi,..., Y/,..., Yk), 
with Y/E IK"×",i = l , . . . , k ,  and if for the spectra spec(?'l), spec(Y2),..., 
spec(Yk) the following inequalities hold: 
spec( Yi ) >- spec(Y~) >- ... >- spec(Yk). 
Remark. Whether solutions Y and Z of the Riccati equations (LI), (L2) (resp. 
(SI) and ($2); (BI) and (B2); (PI) and (P2)) are the stabilizing solutions can be 
determined from the singular values. In the present case, where 
Y = Z = diag(Yi,..., Yk), one can conclude that Y and Z are the stabilizing 
solutions if 
spec(Yi) >- "" >- spec(Yk) >- 0 
in the LQG case, 
1 >-- spec(Yi) >-.-. >- spec(Y,) >- 0 
in the bounded-real nd positive-real case, while in the Lyapunov case there 
will be a unique solution of the Lyapunov equations and the solution will be 
positive definite: 
spec(YI) ~""  >- spec(Y~.) ~ O. 
Just as in the case of diagonal gramians, here we also define an input-normal 
counterpart to balancing and we propose to call this block-balanced input-nor- 
mal: 
Definition 5.2. Let k E {1,... ,n} and let ni , . . .  ,nk be such that ~ikl  n; = n. A 
system (A, B, C, D) E IP 'm (S p'm p,m pm ) is said to be in 
- -n l  .n2 . . . . .  nk x -n i  ,n2 .. . . .  nk ' nn l  .t~2 . . . . .  nk ' n l  .n2 . . . . .  nk 
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block-balanced a-input-normal form with respect o nl,n2,... ,n,,a > O, if it is 
LQG a-input-normal (Lyapunov a-input-normal, bounded-real a-input-nor- 
mal, positive-real a-input-normal) and if the stabilizing solution Y to the 
Riccati equation (L1) ((SI), (BI), (PI)) is block diagonal Y =diag(Yl , . . . ,  
Y,',..., Yk), with Y~ E K"'×', i = 1,... ,k such that 
spec( Yl ) >- spec(Y2) >" • • • >- spec(Yk). 
Remark. Similarly to the previous remark, here again one can determine 
whether a given pair of solutions Y, Z of the Riccati equations involved are in 
fact the stabilizing solutions, by checking the spectra. The matrices 
Y = diag(Yl,..., Yk) and Z = al, with a > 0, are the stabilizing solutions if 
spec(Yl) >'""  >- spec(Y,) >- 0 
in the LQG case, and 
a -! ~- spec(Yl) >-.-. ~ spec(Y,) >- 0 
in the bounded-real nd positive-real case, while in the Lyapunov case there 
will be a unique so.~ution of the Lyapunov equations and the solution will be 
positive definite: 
spec(Yl) >--" >- spec(~) >- 0. 
The following important result is a direct consequence of well-known results 
in the literature on balanced realizations ( ee [29,16,24,25]). It is a model reduc- 
tion result in one way and an augmentation result, useful for parametrization 
issues, the other way. 
Proposition 5.1. Let k E { 1,...  ,n} and let nl, . . .  ,n, be such that ~-,i~! ni = n. 
(a) Let (A B,C,D)E L p'm (s~'m., ,n4 B~'%, ,. P~,n2 ..... ,4)" Assume that 
mnl~n2, . . .n& i 2 ... ' ! ,  2 ... 4 '  
(A,B, C,D) is in block-balanced a-input-normal form with respect o nl,n2,..., 
n,. Then, for 1 <~ i ~ k, the diagonal subsystem (A(i,i),B(i), C(i),D) is in 
Lpnjm(spn~m,B~im,P~). 
(b) Consider (A,B, C,D) E •"×" x K "×mx W '×" × K p×m. Let (A,B, C,D) be 
partitioned with respect o nl , . . . ,  nk. Suppose (A, B, C, D) is satisfying equations 
(L2)(($2), (B2), P2)), with Z = al, a > t3 and is satisfying (LI)((SI), (BI), (PI)) 
with Y = diag(YI, Y2,... , Yk), such that 
• }k~.  spec(Yi) >" spec(Y2) >-'" >- spec( " 
Suppose further that for i = l , . . . ,k ,  the subsystem (A(i,i),B(i), C(i),D) is an 
element of the set L~Im(s~;m,..,,Rp,m,I~,). Then (A, B,C,D) is minimal and 
(A B, C,D) E L~'",, , (S~I.~ , ,,4 p,m em ) and in block-balanced a-in- B.l ,"2 ..... .4 " I , "2  ..... .4 ' I ,  2 " "  k . . . . . .  ' ' 
put-normal form. 
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Proof. (a) Consider (A,B, C,D)E -nlLp'm,n,_ ..... nk in LQG-block-balanced a-input- 
normal form with respect o nl,nz,...,nk. There exists a unique matrix Q 
such that (QAQ*, QB, CQ*,D) is in balanced a-input-normal canonical form. 
In fact Q = diag(Ql,..., Qk), unitary, where Q~ is a unitary n~ x n; matrix for 
i=  l , . . . ,k.  From [24], Corollary 9.2 (see also [15]) it follows that the 
truncated state space system (QiA(i,i)Q~,QiB(i),C(i)Q*,D) is in LQG- 
balanced a-input-normal canonical form for i = 1,2,... ,k and a member of 
the set LP~ m. The state space system (A(i,i),B(i),C(i),D) is clearly input- 
output equivalent to (QiA(i,i)Q*, QiB(i), C(i)QT,D ) and therefore also in L~; m. 
This proves (a) for the LQG-case. The other cases follow similarly, also using 
Corollary 9.2 of [24] (see also [16,29] for the case concerning Lyapunov 
balanced systems). 
(b) Consider the LQG-case. For each i = 1,2,.. . ,k there is a unique 
matrix Q~, in fact unitary, such that (Q~A(i,i)Q~.,QiB(i),C(i)Q~.,D) is in bal- 
anced a-input-normal canonical form, which implies that Q~Y~Q~ is diagonal. 
Let Q= diag(Ql,...,Qk) and consider (QAQ*,QB, CQ*,D). This will be bal- 
anced a-input-normal with Q YQ* diagonal. From Theorem 4.1 of [24] it fol- 
lows by inspection that (QAQ*,QB, CQ*,D) is in balanced a-input-normal 
canonical form: this is quite straightforward to see for the blocks of 
(Q/IQ',QB, CQ*, D) that coincide with Q,A(i,i)Q~,QiB(i), and C(i)Q 7 for 
i = l , . . .  ,k and for D. For the 'off-diagonal blocks' of QAQ*, the equality fol- 
lows from the uniqueness of these off-diagonal blocks given the 
Q~A(i,i)Q~,Q~B(i), and C(i)Q~ for i= I , . . . ,k,  due to the balancedness and 
the pairwise disjointness of the spectra of Y~, Y,,..., Yk. We can conclude that 
(QAQ', QB, CQ',D) is in L,l~'l"/...,,~ ,  Because (A,B, C,D) is input-output equiva- 
lent to (QAQ', QB, CQ*, D), it must also be a member of the set LP." Clearly 
~t l  I . . . . .  t l~ " 
(A,B, C,D) is in block-balanced a-input-normal form. This proves (b) for the 
LQG-case. For the other cases the proof of (b) runs completely analogously, 
using Theorems 2.1, 5.1 and 6.1 of [24] for, respectively, the Lyapunov, 
bounded-real nd positive-real case. I-1 
The existence and uniqueness question of block balanced a-input-normal 
realizations i addressed in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Let k E { 1,... ,n} and let nl,. . .  ,nk be such that ~=t  ni - n. Let 
(A, B, C, D) E Lp,m. . .. 0, (Sg'' BP'' " , ,,i,,.. . ... ,,~'-,~,,,.. .. . ,,~, Pi,,,,,, ..... ,4)" Then there exists an 
equivalent system (Ai , Bl , Ci , D) that is LQG-block-balanced a-input-normal 
( L yapunov-block-balanced a-#~put-normal, bounded-real-block-balanced a-input- 
normal, positive-real.block-balanced a-#lput-normal) with respect to nl,n2, 
• . . ,nk ,  a > O. A l l  equivalent LQG-block-balanced a-input-normal (Lyapunov- 
block-balanced a-input-normal, bounded-real block-balanced a-input-normal, 
positive-real block-balanced a-input-normal) systems with respect to 
nl, n2 , . . . ,  nk, a > O, are given by 
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(Q,41 , Q* QBI, CIQ* O), 
Q = d iag(Q i ,Q~, . . . ,Qk) ,Q , ,  unitary, i = 1,2,. . . ,k.  
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Proof. Let (A ,B ,C ,D)ELp ,m There is an equivalent LQG-balanced 
' f l  I ,B2 ,  . . . .  tlA." 
realization of the system (cf. [24]) that can be brought into balanced a-input- 
normal form by a diagonal transformation. Due to the stru,,tare of the 
collection of singular values, the resulting realization is then also in LQG 
block-balanced a-input-normal form with respect to n i ,n2 , . . . ,nk .  The 
structure of the unitary matrix Q follows from the requirement hat 
the LQG-gramian Y has to be block-diagonal and the fact that the spectra 
of the blocks Yi, i = l , . . . ,  k, are strictly ordered. A similar reasoning can be 
given for the other classes of systems. I-1 
In each of the various classes, we now define a suitable canonical form for 
block-balanced a-input-normal systems. 
Definition 5.3. Let k E { l , . . .  ,,,} and let nt , . . .  ,nk be such that Y'~ik= ! ni = n. 
For each i = 1,2,... ,k let d i = (dl,... ,di,) be a sequence of (hi, m)-dynamical 
indices. Denote by D, these k sequences d i = (d~,. . .  ,di,) of (ni, m)-dynamical 
indices, i = l , . . . ,  k. 
m l The set of all systems (A B, C ,D)  E L p'm (S p'm BP.m P,~.,, ..... ,,k ) • ,~ l11 ..... iik x, !!] .112 ..... II k '~ ~1|  I .ll 2 ..... I1 k ~ . 
such that for any ( and therefore for each) equivalent block-balanced a-in- 
put-normal system (A i ,B i ,  C I ,D) ,  with a > 0, the subsystem (At (i, i), Bl (i), 
C l ( i ) ,D)  has the property that N(A l ( i , i ) ,B l ( i ) ;d  ~) is nonsingular, i.e. is in 
kP.m (.~P." gp.m (.~p,m RP,m p,.  ) i = 1 k is denoted by _,,I ..... ,,~..o, -,,..,,: ..... ,,,:i~, 
nt :d  a kun i ;d~ ~ "~' l l i ,d ~ ~ -n t ;d  ~ , ~ • . . ~ , 
Bl'," pm ). 
nl  ,n2 ... . .  nk ;Dk ~ n¿ ,n 2 ..... nk :D~ 
, LP ,m [ ~p,m ~p.m 2. Let a > O. A system (A B ,C ,D)  E _,I~ ..... ,,;n, ~°,l~,,1~ .....,l~:Dk' --,,~.,, .... ,k'D,' 
P'~'I.": ..... ,,:n,) is said to be in block-balanced a-input-normal LQG (Lyapunov, 
bounded-real, positive-real) canonical form corresponding to the family of 
dynamical indices D, if 
(a) it is LQG-block-balanced a-input-normal (Lyapunov-block-balanced 
a-input-normal, bounded-real b ock-balanced a-input-normal, positive-real 
block-balanced a-input-normal); 
(b) the square matrix N(A( i , i ) ,B ( i ) :d  ~) is positive upper triangular for each 
i= l , . . . , k .  
I ¢ 'P m 
The set of all such system is denoted by a-lL,l,"P'm ..... ,,:ok (rr'"°;,i ..... ,,k:O,' 
I ..... ,,,:ok)" 
Note that the sets of systems L p''' .~p.,n up.m and pm - - I11  ..... Ilk :Dk " - - I l l  . t t2 . . . . .  I lk :Dk ' un l  .n2  . . . . .  Ilk :Dk n l .n2  ..... nk :Dk 
are independent of the choice of a > 0. In Lemma 5.2 it will be shown that 
these sets are relatively open. 
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Lenuna 5.2. Let k E {1,.. .  ,n}. Let nl,n2,... ,hi be such that ~=~ ni - n. Let 
~(n l , . . . ,  nk; m) be the collection of all k-tuples of  (ni; m)-dynamical indices d i = 
(d[,d~, i ?p,m " ...,d'm), i=  l , . . . , k .  Let D~ E ~(n~,n~,...,nk;m). The set ",,,...,.,;o, 
v,P, m glP, m "n~ ..... n,;D,, "n~,...,n,~,, ~ .... ,n,;O,) is relatively open in [p,m(.~p,m Ftp,m pn m) 
~n k"n  ~ ~" n ~ 
In the proof of this and the following lemma use will be made of some new 
notation. In Section 3 the matrix N(A, B; d) is defined where d = (d~, & , . . . ,  din) 
is a sequence of (n, m)-dynamical indices and (A,B) E K "×" × K "×m. If the pair 
(,4,8) is replaced by a pair (A,B) E K ~×~ × K '~×m, where h i> n is a positive in- 
teger, the definition still makes perfect sense and the result will be denoted by 
N(`4,B;d). If h > n, then .~(A,B; d) will not be a square matrix but a 'tall' rect- 
angular ~ × n matrix. The precise definition is as follows. Let ~ >f n be a pos- 
itive integer. Let (A,B) E K ~×~ × K ~×m and let d = (d=,d2,... ,din) be a 
sequence of (n, m)-dynamical indices. Let (s i , . . .  ,Sl) be the corresponding se- 
quence of step sizes. Let (r=,r2,...,rt) be the associated sequence of reversed 
step sizes with multiplicities p=, . . . ,  Pe and let ~ ,~, . . .  ,~h' be the same se- 
quence but ignoring multiplicities. Let ~r be the ordering permutation of the se- 
quence of dynamical indices (dl , . . . ,  d,,). Let (6~,..., 6h) be the corresponding 
multiplicities and let (d~,..., dh) be the corresponding sequence of ordered dy- 
namical indices ignoring the multiplicities. For j = 1, . . . ,  1 let 
Nt+ i-j := [~a.,,,-JBe,~(i),,4-a.,,.,-JBe,(~),..., . d., j,-JBe,(~j)] 
and let 
d) := fi,]. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. First note that ~,m (Sp, m Rp,m m n, .... ,n,,-n, ..... . , , -n ,  ..... ., ' P,~, ..... n,) is 
relatively open in ~,m ($g,m, B~,m,/~.). This follows from the continuity of 
the LQG-(Lyapunov, bounded-real, positive-real) singular values as functions 
of (A,B, C,D) E l~n'm(s p'm, B~n 'm, pro). Here one uses the fact that the hermitian 
stabilizing solutions of the various Riccati equations involved, as well as the 
solutions of the Lyapunov equations involved, depend continuously on the 
system matrices (cf. [2,18]). 
If we now show that ii,,,. (qp,m gtp, m "., ..... .,~O,~',, ..... k;D,, ",, .... ,.,;O,, ~ ..... .,;D,) is relatively 
open in L~, m .k(S~;m ,.,, B~, m ,.,, ~,,, .,) then the statement in the lemma 
follows. Let us'give the prooft'or S$ '~ ~"'.. Consider a mapping of state space sys- nl , . . . ,nk;u k • 
terns (,4, B, C, D) E S~,~ ,, which is constructed as follows. Let Z be the control- 
lability gramian and J~i/} its positive definite hermitian square root. This is a 
continuous function of (A,B,C,D). Form the equivalent o-input-normal 
realization (,4o, Bo, Co,Do):= (Z-I/2,4Z !/2, Z-~/2B, CZ 1/2, D), with o= 1. The 
observability gramian of this system has the squares of the singular values as 
its eigenvalues. Due to the separation properties of the singular values given 
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by the inequalities (6) the orthogonal projection operator H~ : !~ n ---, IK n onto 
the combined eigenspaces of the first nl eigenvalues {tr 2, tr 2 }, multiplicities 
" ' '~  /7 I 
included, depends continuously on the observability gramian (cf. [17], Theorem 
5.1, p. 107) and therefore on the quadruple of matrices defining the system. 
Similarly one can define orthogonal projection operators / L :  I~" ---, I~" for 
i = 2,... ,k corresponding to the other k -  1 groups of eigenvalues of the 
observability gramian in an obvious way. Now consider the matrices 
N( HiAoHl  ,171Bo; dl ), sV (172AoI72, H2Bo; d2), . . . , N( H~AoHk, HkBo; dk ). Note 
that these are n × n,,n × n2,...  ,n × nk matrices respectively. The subset of 
state space systems (A, B, C, D) ~ s~;m..,,, for which these matrices have full col- 
umn rank is clearly open. We will now show that this subset is in fact the set 
~,m S~, ..... ,,k:o,. Indeed choose an orthonormal basis for the n~-dimensional image 
space of H~, an orthonormal basis for the nz-dimensional image space of/72, 
etc, ending with an orthonormal basis for the nk-dimensional image space of 
Hk. Combining these bases one obtains an orthonormal basis for the n-dimen- 
sional state space. Let (A~, B~, C], D) be the state space system that results after 
the transformation to the new basis. Then, by construction, (A~,B~, C~,D) has 
block-diagonal observability gramian Y = diag(Y~,..., Y,-,..., Y~), with 
Y/E I~ ''×'', i = 1,... ,k such that 
spec( Y~ ) >.- spec(Y2) >- - "  >- speC(Yk). 
So (A~,B~,C~,D) is block-balanced a-input-normal. Performing the state space 
basis transformation the matrix l~(ll~AoIl~,ll~Bo;d ~) is transformed to the 
n x nl matrix 
[N(.t l( l ,  l ) ,B,(1);d')]  
0 
and therefore rank(if l( l l lAol l l , l l iBo;dl))= rank(N(Al(l, l) ,Bi( I);dl)).  Note 
that the matrix N (AI(I,I),B~(I);d~)) is an nl x n~ matrix. In a similar fashion 
one finds that rank(N(/-/iA011~, 17~Bo; di)) = rank(N (Al(i, i), B~(i); d~)), i = 2, . . . ,  
k. It follows that the matrices Ifl(lllAolll , ll~Bo; d I), IV(II2AolI2, l12Bo; d2), . . . , 
N(llkAollk,IlkBo;d k) all have full (column) rank if ~nd only if all the (square) 
matrices N(AI(I, I ) ,B, ( I ) ;d ' ) ,N(A,(2,2) ,B,(2) ;a2) , . . . ,  N(A,(k,k),  B,(k);d k) 
have full rank. It follows that SP~im..,,,~:O, is indeed open. A similar proof works 
for the other classes. U! 
The following lemma shows that the term canonical form was justified in the 
previous definition. 
Lemma 5.3. Let k E { 1,... ,n}. Let nl , . . .  ,nk, be such that ~-~ik_i_ K ni = n andlet 
t7 > O. Denote by Dk the k sequences d i= (d[,...,dim),i = 1 , . . . , k  of (ni, m)- 
dynamical indices. Let (A,B, C,D) E LPlm...,nk;Dk ,p.m , pff_,m .... , , , . . . . , , :O,)"  
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ILP'm ( a ' ISP l  m n, D~ , I°P'm There exists a unique (AI,BI,CI,D) E a-t~n~ ..... n~:ok ..... : a'lnn~ ..... ,,,:o~, 
L FS a-ll~.~m..,nk:Ok) that is equivalent o (A,B,C,D).  The induced map F,,D~ ( ~.o,, 
I"B,D~ ~ P F~,o~ ) that maps the system A,B, C,D) to the system (Al, Bi, CI,D) is a 
canonical form. 
In the real case the canonical form L s F B P F~,ok (F~.o~ , ~,o~ , F~,o~ ) is real analytic and 
hence continuous. In the complex case the canonical form is real analytic, and 
hence continuous, in the real parameters that are obtained by taking real and 
imaginary parts of  the quantities involved 
Proof. The canonical form is defined by demanding that each of the block 
diagonal subsystems be in the input-normal canonical form of Section 4. This 
determines completely the choice of QI , . . . ,  Qk, as mentioned in Lemma 5.1. 
The proof of the real analyticity of the canonical form can be given along 
the same lines as the proof of Lemma 5.2. Here we need first the result that 
Z ~/'- depends real analytically on the real and imaginary parts of the entries 
of the system matrices, which was shown in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Secondly, 
we need the result that the orthogonal projection operators H~, H2,. . . , / /k are 
not only continuous, but in fact depend real analytically on the real and imag- 
inary parts of the entries of (A, B, C, D). This follows from the results in [17], 
Ch. 2, Section 1.4. Starting from the a-input-normal realization (A0, B0, Co, D0), 
the canonical form prescribes the choice of an orthonormal basis for the state 
space. The orthonormal bases for the image spaces of HI, H.,,.. . ,  Ilk, which to- 
gether form an orthonormal basis for the state space, are in this case obtained 
by Gram NSchmidt orthonormalization f the column vectors of the matrices 
N(ll lAollt, l l iBo;dl), l~l(l l2AoIl,. ,H,.Bo;d2),...  l~l(HkAoll~,llkBo;d~). (Com- 
pare the proof of Lemma 4.3.) So this results in a real analytic state space basis 
transformation. Therefore the canonical form is real analytic. El 
We now investigate the structure of this canonical form. 
Proposition 5.2. Let k E { 1,... ,n} and let h i , . . .  ,nk be such that Y~ik=! ni = n. 
Denote by Dk the k sequences d i= (d~,...,dli,,). of  (ni, m)-dynamical indices, 
~ . . , r p,m (6  l ~P'm i=  l . ,k.  Let a>O and let (A,B,C,D) E a-IL,,~ ..... ,,~:0~ ""% ..... ,,~:0~, 
I De,tPI • ~ ,m a-ttL, ..... ,,~:D~,a-trT,,t .....,,~:o~). Let (A,B,C,D) be block-partitioned according to 
n l , . . . ,  nk with 
¢'A(l,l) ... A( l , i )  ... A(l,k)'~ 
A A( j , l )  . . .  AO' , i )  . . .  A ( j , k )  
 A(k,l) . . .  A(k, , ' )  . . .  A (k ,k )  
and 
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s = (8"(1) 8"(2) . . .  ", 
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C= (C(I)  C(2) . . .  C(k)). 
Then 
1. fo~- each i = 1 , . . .  ,k, M(A( i , i ) ,B( i ) ;d  ~) is a simple positive upper triangular 
matrix. In pmticular, for  each i = 1 , . . .  ,k, (A(i, i) ,B(i),  C(i) ,D) is given as 
in Lemma 4.4; 
2. the A (i, j)-entries, I <~ i, j <~ k, i ~ j, o f  A are given 
(a) in the tr-ILP;"l..,,,k-case by the solutions to the linear equations: 
A( i , j )  + A(j,i)* = B(i)R-[|D*C(j) + C(i)*DR-[IR(j') * 
+rrC(i)*S[' C(j) - 1 B(i)R_[I B(j). ' 
A(j,i)*Y~ + Y,A(i,j) = Y~B(i)R[ID*C(j ") + C(i)*DR['B(j)*Yj 
-C( i )*S; '  C(j) + Y~B(i)RiI B(j')* Yj, 
where Y = d iag(Y i , . . . ,  Y~,...,  Y~.), Y~ 6 ~'"×" ' , i  = 1,. . .  ,k, is the stabilizing 
solution to the Riccati equation (L I ) ,  and RL,SL as in (L3); 
- I¢~p.m (b) fit the o-to;,, ..... ,,-case by the solutions to the linear equations: 
1 
A(i , j )  + A(j',i)* = - -B ( i )B ( j ) * ,  
ACj, i)*Y i + Y,A(i,y) = -C( i ) 'C ( j ) ,  
where Y = diag( Yi,. . . , Y, . . . .  , Y~ ), Y,. E •'" ~"', i = 1 . . . .  , k, is the positive deJ- 
inite sohaion to the Lyapunov equation (S l). 
(c) in the a.lBP." -case by the sohaions to the linear equations: 
" - -  t ! l  . . . . .  t t~  
A(i,y) + A(j,i)" = - B(i)R~ID*C(j ") - C(i)'DR~IB(j') *
-  c(i)*s  co ") - !8(i)R;'80")', 
A(/, i)* Yj + YiA(i,j) = - YiB(i)R~' D* C~j) 
• - - ]  • * 
- C(i)*DR~'B(j')*Yj - C(i)*S~'C(j) - Y,B(t)R B B(j) ~, 
where Y = diag(Yi, . . ,  Y~, . . . .  Yk), Y~ E K"×'",  i -- 1 , . . . ,  k, is the stabilizing 
solution to the Riccati equation (BI) ,  and RB,SB as hi (B3); 
(d) in the a-IP,'; I..... ,,-case by the solutions to the l#lear equations" 
A( i , j )  + ACj, i) = B(i)R;,|C(j) + ',..(,) Rp BO')* 
_ rrC(i).Ri,C(j) _ _1 B(i)R~|B(j.). ' 
A(j ' , i)*~ + Y~A(i,j) = Y~B(i)R~|C(j) + C(i)*R~'B(j')*~ 
- C(i)*R~,'C(j') - Y~B(i)Ri, IB(J')*~, 
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where Y = diag(Y~,..., Y~,..., Yk), Y~ E I~ "~×n', i = 1,. . . ,  k, is the stabilizing 
solution to the Riccati equation (PI), and Rp as in (P3). 
Proof. The linear equations in (a), as well as in (b)--(d), have a unique solution, 
because the spectra of Y~ and Yj, i ~ j, have no element in common. One way 
to show this is by diagonalization of Y~ and Yj. The argument is analogous to 
the one given in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [13]. The other statements follow 
in a straightforward manner from the definition of the canonical form and the 
results of Section 4. I--I 
We now come to parametrize block-balanced a-input-normal systems. To 
this end we define the following parameter spaces. As before let n~,... ,nk, 
E,k = l n~ = n and let us denote by Dk the k sequences d~ (dl, . . . ,d~) of 
(n~, m)-dynamical indices, i = 1,. . . ,  k. 
~ ,m ~ , ~ p,m ~m 
Let a > 0 and let ~, , ,  ..... nk;Ok,L (oP ,71  ..... nk;Ok,S' ~)a..,nl ..... nk;O~.,B' a,n I ..... nk;Ok.P) be the 
parameter space of block diagonal systems (A,B,C,D) with the following 
properties: Let (A, B, C, D) be block partitioned according to nl,n2,...,n~, 
then 
~ ,m ~ p,m ~ .m ~ m 
1. (,4(i,i),B(i), C(i),D) E ~.d,.L, (Oa,d,.S, I~P~.d,,B, Oo,d,t, ), i = 1,...  ,k. 
2. All off-diagonal blocks of the matrix A are zero, i.e. if i # j then ,4(i, j) = O. 
3. If Y~ is the stabilizing solution to the Riccati equation (LI) (Lyapunov equa- 
tion (S I), Riccati equation (B l), Riccati equation (P l)) for the system 
(A(i,i),B(i), C(i),D) := tk,,a,.L((A(i,i),B(i), C(i),D)), 
(q~,.a,.s((,4(i, i),B(i), C(i), D)), ~,.a,.s( (.4(i, i), B(i), C(i), D)), 
dp,.a, e((,4(i,i),B(i ), C(i),D))), 
i = l , . . . , k ,  then 
spec(Yi ) >-- spec(Y:) >- ... >- spec(Yk) >- O. 
In the case of bounded-real nd positive-rea! systems we require moreover that 
a -I >- spec(Yi). 
Analogously to the treatment of the previous ection we find it convenient 
from a notational point of view to consider the parameter space in terms of sys- 
tems. It is, however, again straightforward todescribe this parameter space as a 
subset of the Euclidean space of appropriate dimension. 
~ " pan ~ p,m ~ p.m ~.}p.m 
From (A,B, C,D) S 0~,,,, ..... ,,k:Ok,L(O,,,,i ..... ,,~:Ok.S' 0~.,,~ ..... ,~:O~,S' ",.,,, ..... ,k:Ok,e) we 
construct a state space system (A,B,C,D), partitioned according to 
nl,n2,.. . ,nk by taking A(i,i), i=  ! , . . . ,k ,  as above, with corresponding 
observability gramian Yi, i = 1,... ,k and by taking the off-diagonal blocks 
of A to be the solutions of the linear equations (2)(a) ((2)(b)-(d)) of Proposition 
5.2. Denote by ~"" . . . . .  . . . . .  , , , ;o , . s ,  m, . . . . .  o , , ,  -,.,, ..... ,k:or.e) the set of 
all so constructed systems (A, B, C, D) and denote by 
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~ ,m ,m 
~r,n,  ..... nk;Dk,L" {~#,nl ..... nk;Dk,L ~ {~a,nl ..... nk;Dk,L 
• ~ ,m ov ,  m 
4~,., ..... .,;o~,B ~, . i  ..... .~,o,,B ~ ~.., ..... .,;o~,B, 
..... oom., ..... oom,  ..... 
the corresponding parametrization map. 
The following lemma states that we have obtained a parametrization for 
each of the spaces of state space systems in block-balanced a-input-normal ca- 
nonical form. that were introduced in part (b) of Definition 5.3. 
Lemma 5.4. Let cr > O. Let k E {l , . . . ,n}  and let n l , . . . ,nk  be such that 
~~ik=lni = n. Denote by Dk the k sequences d i = (d[,. .  .,dZm),i o f  (ni, m)- 
dynamical indices, i = 1 , . . . ,  k. Then 
~m 
,m p,m 
0~o,.i .... ,U ;Dk,B = ~'IB.i ..... ,~k ;D, , 
o';,7, p,m 
..... nk ;Dk.S --- fT'lS~nl ..... nk ;Dk ~ 
~m 
Or,hi ..... nk ;Dk ,P --" ¢7"IP~nl ,...,nk ;Dk 
Proof. That ~,,m ..... ,,;o,,L C a-IP~.'m..,,,;o,, follows by the construction of the 
state space systems with the parametrization map ~b,,,. . ... n,;o,,L together with 
the augmentation property of Proposition 5.1. The reverse set inclusion is the 
content of Proposition 5.2. The other three statements follow analogously. I-1 
The following theorem collects some of the main results on the canonical 
forms and parametrizations that were introduced in this section. If the under- 
lying field is I1~ = C then we identify C with IR 2 and interpret real analyticity in 
this way. 
Theorem 5.1. Let ¢r > O. Denote by ~(n l , . . . ,  nk;m) the collection o f  all k-tuples 
o f  sequences o f  (ni; m)-dynamical indices d i = (d I , d~," . . . ,  d/n), i = 1,... ,k. 
1. The collection 
k 
l P'm. . ... nk :Dk [L  m I k I . . . .  n; ,...,~. ° ' - - , i  ..... ,,k:Dk ' "~n' -'-* ... -- - n i  = n ;  
i=1 
D~ E ~(n i , . . . ,nk ;m)}  
forms an overlapping set o f  (real analytic) canonical forms covering L p'm. 
Similarly 
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S . p,m p,m {F~,D, S~,, ..... ,k;D~ ~ *r'IS~,, ..... ,,;D, I k = l , . . . ,n ;  Z ni --" n; 
i=1 
Dk E ~(nt , . . . ,nk ;m)} ,  
{ FB  . p,m . . , ,, ~ . . 
*.ok O , ,  ..... ,,.:o, --* ~r !R~m..,n,;ok l = 1 . n; 
Dk 6 ~(nt , . . . ,nk ;m)} ,  
k 
Z 
i=! 
ni  = n; 
k 
ro ,o ,  ..... --+ e'IP~n~ ..... ,,;Dk [k  = 1 , . . . ,n ;  ni = n; 
i=1 
Dk ~ ~(n l , . . . ,nk ;m)} ,  
respectively, form an overlapping set of  (real analytic) canonical forms covering 
sp,m, B~.m, pm respectively. 
2. The mappings 
• ~_,m 
# a,n ! ..... nk ;Dk ,L a,n I ..... nk :Dk ,L 
• ~,m 
i~ ff,tt I ..... nk ;Dk ,S a,n I ..... nk ;Dk ,S 
(~e,n l  ..... nk :Dk ,P et,nl ..... nk :Dk ,P 
are real analytic diffeomorphisms. 
3. Let 
,,v I I  p,m 
v 'a  s.~ n I ..... nk ;Dk 
a'IB~'tm.....,, ;o, ; 
-+ ff-lP~,,~ .....nk :Dk 
-.- p.m ---. Lp.m 
~" . " ,  ..... ",;D~',L" ~a;D, .L  --", ..... "k "~ / ''~; o 4,..,,, ..... , :o , .L (o) I  ~ 
denote the mapping from the parameter sp,,¢¢ ,ato the set of  equivalence classes 
of  slate space systems. The collection of  mappings 
'" - ! . p,m 
,hi ..... nk :Dk ,L ~ " " " ~ 
k 
Zn ,  = n ;Dk  E ~( t l l , . . . ,nk ;m)}  
i=1 
p,m jbrms a real analytic atlas o f  the set of  input-output systems L,, / ,,~. Using the 
obvious notation 
^--I . o~p, :n  ~ p.m I k 1 q~ .,,, ..... ,,,.o,.s ~',,, ..... , ,~ .o , /~  -~ 0~.,,, ..... ,,~:o~.s t = ., . . . . .  n" 
k 
y~ni - -n ;Dk  E ~(n l , . . . ,nk ;m)}  
i=i 
p,ttl forms a real analytic atlas o f  S~, / ,.o; 
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^ - I . p,m 
k 
~'~ni = n; Dk E ~(nl, . . . ,nk;  m) } 
i=! 
forms a real analytic atlas of  Bp'm/ "~; 
k {^, -m 
tk,.,,, ..... n,:O,,P ~ ,,,.o~/ "~ ~ I k = 1 . r l ;  ni = n; • . .... . , . Ot r ,n l  ..... nk;D~.P ~ " " 
i=! 
Dk E ~(n l , . . . ,nk ;m)}  
Jbrms a real analytic atlas .of p;m/ 
Proof. (1) That each of the canonical forms is real analytic was established in
Lemma 5.3. That the collection of canonical forms is covering follows from 
Theorem 4.1 where the covering property was established for a subset of the 
canonical forms that are considered here. That the covering is an open covering 
follows from Lemma 5.2. 
(2) Note that the image space of Sn, ..... nk:Dk,L as given in the statement of the 
Theorem is correct due to the equalities presented in Lemma 5.4. To show that 
the mapping ~,,n~ ..... n~:DI.,L is real analytic consider the state space system 
(A,B,C,D) which is the image of a parameter vector in ~i,~'1 ..... ,,,:D,.L" It follows 
from Theorem 4.1 that the subsystems (A(i , i ) ,B( i) ,C( i) ,D), i  = l , . . . ,k ,  de- 
pend real analytically on the parameter vector. That A(i,j), i :~ j, depends real 
analytically on the parameter vector follows from the fact that the real and 
imaginary parts of the entries of A(i,j) form the solution to a set of non-siagu- 
lar linear equations, namely those given in (2) of Proposition 5.2, with coeffi- 
cients depending real-analytically on the parameter vector. 
To show that the inverse mapping is real analytic one just needs to con- 
sider the subsystems (A(i , i ) ,B( i) ,C(i) ,D), i  = 1,2,. . . ,k,  because they deter- 
mine completely the corresponding parameter vector given by 
(.4(i,i),B(i), C(i), D),i = 1,... ,k. The real analyticity of the inverse mapping 
follows therefore from the results of Theorem 4.1 applied to each of the sub- 
systems• 
A similar proof can be given for the other classes. 
(3) First note that if n~,... ,nk is such that  E ik : l  - - -n i - - i I ,  and h,. . .  ,hk is 
such that )-'~ik !~i = n;Dk a set of k sequences of (n~;m)-dynamical indices, 
i = l , . . . ,k ,  and /)k a set of ~- sequences of (h~;m)-dynamicai indices, 
i = 1,... ,k, then from Lemma 5.2 it follows that p,m r) L- ~,., o ' IZn i  .n2 ..... n, ;Dk nl ..... nk ; k 
is relatively open in o-ILp;m,,2 ..... n,:Ok" Using this, it follows from (1) and (2) in a 
way which is completely analogous to the proof of (3) of Theorem 4.1 that 
the collection of mappings 
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k 
..... n,:okZ I k = 1, . . . ,  n; ~-"~n, = n; Ok E ~(n, , . . .  ,nk; m) 
i=1 
forms a real analytic atlas p,m of Ln  ..... n~;ok/'~" A similar proof can be given for the 
other classes. F-I 
Remark. If one wants to work with block-balanced forms instead of block- 
balanced input-normal forms, the same parametrizations can be used. Starting 
from a block-balanced input-normal from one has to perform a state space 
transformation corresponding to the positive 4th order root (i.e. the square 
root of the square root) of the positive definite block-diagonal matrix ¢r -~ Y in 
order to arrive at a corresponding block-balanced form. 
In the following lemma we are going to show that if, and only if, the C(/) 
matrices atisfy a certain constraint, hen the resulting system will be balanced 
a-input-normal. 
Lemma 5.5. Let k E { 1,... ,n}. Let nl , . . .  ,nk, be such that ~-~ik=t ni = n. Denote 
by Dk the k sequences d i (d~,.. i = ., d~n), o f  (hi, m)-dynamical indices, 
i= 1,... ,k. Let a > 0 and let (,4,B, C,D) be block-partitioned according to 
nl, . . . ,nk. Assume that the ith block diagonal subsystem is such that 
(,4(i,i),B(i),C(i),D) E Skew~nl;a, i=  l , . . . , k ,  and that the off-diagonal blocks 
are zero: A(i,j) = O,i ~ j. Let 21 > 22 > ... > 2k > 0. 
1. The matrix C(i) is such that 
27t IC*(i)S[IC(i) = B(i)R'~lB*(i), 
i= 1, ... ,k, ,;'here Rt, SL as in (L3), /f and only if (A,B, C,D) E ~,mo;ok,~ and 
(A, B, C, D) = ~,,nt ..... nk:Ok,t. ((A,B, C,D)) has the property that the stabilizing solu- 
tion Y to the Riccati equation (L l) is given by 
Y = ~ diag(211n,, ;t,,In,,..., 2kln~). 
2. The matrix C(i) is such that 
27r l C*(i)C(i) = B(i)B*(i), 
"- p .n l  
i = 1,. . . ,  k , / f  and only if (A, B, C, D) E O~:o~.s and 
(A,B, c,o) = . . . . .  o,,s((,i,B, c,o)) 
has the property that the stabilizing sohaion Y to the Lyapunov equation (S l) is 
given by 
Y = a diag(211n,, 22In2,...  , Akln,). 
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3. Assume moreover that 21 < a -l. The matrix C(i) is such that 
2[IC*(i)SstC(i) = B(i)RsIB*(i), 
i=  1,... ,k, where RB, Ss are as in (B3), i f  and only if (A,B, C,D) ~ (9~,';mo,,B and 
(A,B, C,D) = ~b,,,,, ..... ,,:o,:B((.,I,B, C,D)) 
has the property that the stabilizing solution Y to the Riccati equation (B 1) is giv- 
en by 
Y = a diag(211,,, 221,_.,..., 2kl,,). 
4. Assume moreover that At < a -l. The matrix C(i) is such that 
2[Ic*(i)R;,'C(i) = B(i)R;,'B*(i), 
i = 1,. . . ,  k, where Re = D + D*,/f and only if (A, B, c, D) ~ ~9~';~,. e and 
(A,B, C,D) = dp,,,,, ..... ,,:o,,p((.4,B, C,D)) 
has the property that the stabilizing solution Y to the Riccati equation (P 1) is giv- 
en by 
Y = a diag(211,,, 2fl,,,.,..., 2kl,,). 
Proof. The "if' part follows straightforwardly by substituting the known 
solutions of the associated Riccati or Lyapunov equations and by considering 
the relevant subsystems (compare Lemma 4.7). 
The 'only if' part can be shown as follows. 
(l): From Lemma 4.7 it follows that the block diagonal subsystems are min- 
imal and that the solutions to the two Riccati equations are g2J,,, and 
al , , , i= l , . . . ,k .  Hence by Proposition 5.1 and the construction of 
(A,B, C,D) th,2 result follows. 
(2)-(4) follow analogously. I-I 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we have shown how one can construct atlasses of various 
classes of systems which generalize the well-known balanced parametrizations. 
The method is fairly general and could also be applied to other classes of sys- 
tems, for example the class of stable minimum phase systems (which are in 
close connection with positive real systems, see, e.g., [24,20]). The availability 
of these atlasses opens up the possibility of search algorithms for optimization 
over these classes of systems, using balanced and block-balanced parametriza- 
tions without having to determine a priori the specific cell of the parametriza- 
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tion which cont ~ ~ ~oint sought for. This is potentially very useful, espe- 
cially if in the pru~,  ,~t hand truncation of states with small sing~.~tar values 
gives a good initial point for the search algorithm. As an intermediate step in 
our derivation input-normal overlapping canonical forms are constructed in
which nice selections play a crucial role. These canonical forms are of interest 
in their own right. They seem to be especially suited for multivariable stable 
all-pass ystems. For a number of classes of systems that were studied no ex- 
plicit atlasses or overlapping canonical forms appear to have been known. Im- 
plicitly atlasses for these classes were constructed in [9,26,32]. Apart from the 
practical possibilities opened up by these atlasses and overlapping canonical 
forms there are also a number of theoretical dvantages, uch as the possibil- 
ity to calculate Riemannian metric tensors (including the Fisher information 
matrix in a stochastic ontext, in which the singular values are in fact the 
well-known canonical correlations) and Riemannian gradients at each point 
of the manifold of systems involved, and at each system in balanced canonical 
form in particular, and to further the study of the geometry and topology of 
these spaces. 
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